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ABSTRACT

The safety of food is fundamental to public health, businesses and wider society and effective food safety training is an essential element to ensure safe food reaches our consumers. This is true for all food business operators in all sectors of the food industry including food service, retail and manufacturing facilities. Not complying with food safety obligations can have a serious impact on human health and serious consequences for the food business operator. In 2015 the World Health Organisation reported that almost 1 in 10 people fall ill every year from eating contaminated food and 420,000 die as a result. Children under 5 years of age are particularly at risk, with 125,000 children dying from foodborne diseases every year. Food safety is a shared responsibility and governments, the food industry and individuals need to do more to make food safe and prevent foodborne diseases. The aim of this study is to identify the barriers and problems that may affect the outcomes of food safety training, by examining the methods of training used within the food industry and to identify what food businesses are currently pursuing in order to develop and improve their food safety training. This survey was conducted from October to December 2018 and 171 food businesses participated. Discussions with trainers were conducted in December 2018 and international responses were gathered in October 2018. The study identified that 95% of food businesses do provide food safety training for employees whereas 5% are non-compliant. A majority of food businesses (68%) chose in-house training as their main method of training and online/eLearning was the least preferred at 17%. Findings from this study showed that 85% of food businesses employ non-nationals, with Polish (58%) being the most common language spoken.
Sixty percent of respondents believe that language may be a barrier to food safety standards, due to a general lack of understanding when training is conducted in English. Meanwhile, language barriers are used by some employees as an excuse to avoid implementing training appropriately. Incorporating a selection of languages may help to overcome that barrier. Overall, the study identified the main barriers to food safety training as; no interest amongst employees (92%), lack of understanding (89%) and lack of management support (85%). Therefore, it is recommended that a strong food safety culture is built into the food businesses. Blended learning, group work and experience sharing needs to be brought into training programmes, in order to get employee engagement and make training more interesting.
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW

“Safer food saves lives. With every bite one eats, one is potentially exposed to illness from either microbiological or chemical contamination. Billions of people are at risk and millions fall ill every year, many die as a result of consuming unsafe food” (WHO 2015).

The safety of food is fundamental to our businesses and effective Food Safety Training is an essential element to ensure safe food reaches our consumers. This is true for all food business operators across all sectors of the food industry including, food service, retail and manufacturing facilities.

Although there are many resources, methods and guidance notes available for food safety training, it is not always guaranteed that the training provided will be effective and applied in the workplace.

Several reasons why the training may not be effective could include; irrelevant training, cost, lack of resources, lack of food safety culture, poor management commitment, lack of interest, language barriers or methods of training not suitable for the employee or the organisation.
1.1 Background

WHO “Estimates of Global burden of foodborne diseases 2007 – 2015”, is the most comprehensive report to date on the impact of contaminated food on health and well-being (WHO, 2015).

Since the beginning of humanity foodborne diseases have been an issue for all societies. Those who are particularly at risk are the young, the elderly and those immune compromised where the symptoms of food related diseases can be fatal and those who survive may suffer from delayed physical and mental development.

Foodborne diseases can cause short-term symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea; diarrhoeal diseases are responsible for more than half of the global burden of foodborne diseases.

Among the findings of the WHO report (WHO, 2015), almost 1 in 10 people fall ill every year from eating contaminated food and 420,000 die as a result. Children under 5 years of age are at particularly high risk, with 125,000 children dying from foodborne diseases every year.

The report highlights that although the WHO European region has the lowest estimated burden of foodborne diseases globally, more than 23 million people in the region fall ill from unsafe food every year, resulting in 5000 deaths.
Diarrhoeal diseases account for most foodborne illnesses in the WHO region with most common being Noroviruses infections, causing an estimated 15 million cases, followed by Campylobacteriosis, causing close to 5 million cases. Non-typhoid Salmonellosis cause the highest number of deaths – almost 2000 annually. (WHO, 2015)

In the 2016 US annual report on the surveillance for foodborne disease outbreaks (Daniel et al. 2015) stated that 839 foodborne disease outbreaks were reported, resulting in 14,259 illnesses, 857 hospitalisations, 17 deaths and 18 product recalls.

Using only the year to date data for 2018 in Ireland, there have been 83 enforcement orders issued by EHO’s, 86 food alerts notified by the FSAI, 49 of which were product recalls with 37 of those due to undeclared allergens (FSAI News Centre, 2018)

Recently in the media there has been three deaths reported in relation to undeclared allergens in the UK, while a recent audit conducted by the FSAI in Ireland on the compliance of allergen control on food businesses for non-prepacked food resulted in only six out of the fifty FB audited recorded as fully compliant (FSAI Audit Report, 2017)

Not complying with food safety can have serious impact on human health and serious consequences for the food business operator e.g. A US food business owner sentenced to 28 years in prison for knowingly shipping Salmonella tainted peanut butter to his customers, resulting in 9 deaths, 714 confirmed illnesses and causing one of the largest product recalls. (CDC, 2009).
Food safety is a shared responsibility and governments, the food industry and individuals need to do more to make food safe and prevent foodborne diseases (WHO 2015), and they also state that there remains a significant need for education and training on the prevention of foodborne diseases among food producers, suppliers, handlers and the public.

The WHO is working closely with national governments to help set and implement food safety strategies and policies that will in turn have a positive impact on the safety of food in the global market place (WHO 2015).
1.2 Food Safety Culture

Food Safety is not simple and despite numerous foodborne outbreaks worldwide resulting in foodborne illnesses, it remains a challenge to enforce scientifically validated safe food handling behaviours for food producers, processors, distributors, retailers and food service outlets.

To achieve food safety success, it means going beyond traditional training, testing and inspectional approaches to managing risks. It requires a better understanding of organisational culture and the human dimensions of food safety. To improve food safety performance of retail, manufacturing and food service establishments, you must change the way people do things. (Powell, Jacob and Chapman 2011).

The WHO (2006) identified five factors, which are primary contributors to foodborne illnesses and these include; improper cooking procedures, temperature abuse, poor personal hygiene, cross contamination and buying from unsafe sources. (Powell, Jacob and Chapman 2011) believe that these human behaviours can be changed by thought and behaviour by the food business, with the right approach to creating a culture of food safety by applying the best science with the best management and communication systems.

A food business that has a strong food safety culture chooses it because of the value it places on the safety of its customers and employees and they prioritise this over any other culture in the organisation, because cutting costs can be damaging to the business e.g. financial loses, bankruptcy, damage to brand identity and in some cases
imprisonment. A study conducted by (Abidin, Arendt and Strohbehn 2013) on ‘Exploring the Culture of food safety, the role of organisational influences in motivating employees’ safe food handling practices, revealed that more than 40% of non-compliance with safe food handling practices was due to poor organisational food safety culture.

An example of this is the Peanut Cooperation of America (PCA) Salmonella outbreak in 2009, company President Parnell was sentenced to 28 years in prison for knowingly shipping Salmonella-tainted peanut butter, which was linked to 9 deaths and 714 confirmed cases of illness (CDC, 2009).

Evidence found poor food safety cultures and a former buyer recalled a filthy plant with a leaky roof and windows left open, allowing birds into the building. The lack of food safety culture was most evident in the description the way the Peanut Cooperation dealt with finished product that tested positive for Salmonella spp. while shipping the product to their customer despite the positive test results (Leighton 2016).

(Griffith, Livesey and Clayton 2010) mention in their study on ‘The assessment of food safety culture’, that food handlers can only be as hygienic as the business, the leadership within requires, allows and encourages it to be and this is influenced by the facilities provided as well as the management systems and culture in place.
Food safety culture starts at the top and flows downward; Management support and commitment, system and processes and employee attitude and behaviour make it. Strong leadership skills and strong management are necessary to influence a positive food safety culture. Leadership deals with influencing people to follow, while management focuses on maintaining systems and processes. Barriers mentioned were lack of resources, time labour, financial and expertise (De Boeck et al. 2015).

In a separate study (De Boeck et al. 2018) on ‘Food safety climate in Belgian food processing companies’, mentioned that training is critical, training itself will not change behaviour and that even trained employees fail to execute certain tasks according to what they have been taught. That is why it is important to have manager support and reinforcement in the workplace for training to be effective.

For food safety training to be effective, employees must perceive that food safety and food safety training are valued in the organisation, which might be achieved by making resources available allowing regular training and retraining. Instead of reflecting that training is merely a formal administrative issue (Seaman and Eves 2010), (De Boeck et al. 2018) agree and state that the expected goal of food safety training is to improve food handler’s compliance with food safety guidelines. Whereas food safety culture focuses on proper food handling practices as a way of doing business.

Values, beliefs and attitudes regarding food safety is almost entirely dependent upon the knowledge, standards, motivation and leadership of the person in charge and how they communicate with and are trusted by staff (Powell, Jacob and Chapman 2011).
1.3 Food Safety Knowledge

Food handlers have direct contact with food and play a very important role in the prevention of food contamination. Research has shown that inadequate cooking, improper time/temperature control and cross contamination have been implicated in food-borne outbreaks. It is difficult to establish the role of the infected food handler, but the transmission of food-borne pathogens to the public during food preparation is well known and lack of adequate food safety knowledge is one of the main causes (Greig, Todd, Bartleson, & Michaels, 2007).

Personal hygiene and good hygiene practices present the major preventative actions for pathogen transmission from food handling personnel to the final consumer.

A study was performed in three European countries, Serbia, Greece and Portugal (Smigic et al. 2016) with the aim of investigating and comparing the level of food safety knowledge among food handlers in restaurants, catering companies and takeaways. There were 377 food handlers involved. Results from the study indicated that there is lack of adequate knowledge related to adequate temperature of cooking, storing or holding food. Although a majority of food handlers knew what the required temperature inside a refrigerator is, only 41% of them answered that a given temperature of 13°C is not adequate for storing cold food. This identifies that the participants still do not completely understand cold storage and its influence on microbial activities (Smigic et al. 2016).
Gaps in food safety knowledge was identified when food handlers were asked about food products and related food-borne diseases. Only 36% knew that smelling, tasting or visually checking food is not a guarantee that food is safe. This was one of the most concerning knowledge gaps determined from the studies conducted (Smigic et al. 2016) and (Gomes-Neves et al. 2007).
1.4 Allergens

A food allergy occurs when the body’s immune system sees a certain food as harmful and reacts by causing symptoms – this is an allergic reaction.

There are 14 allergens which must be declared and include; Cereals containing gluten, Crustaceans, Eggs, Fish, Peanuts, Soybeans, Milk, Nuts, Celery, Mustard, Sesame seeds, Sulphur dioxide and Sulphites, Lupin, Molluscs (FSAI Allergens, 2018).

Food information for Consumers (FIC) Regulation (EU) No 1169/2011 requires that food allergens must be declared on prepacked foods and in December 2014, this was extended to include; S.I.No.489 of 2014 stating that food allergen information for non-pre-packaged food must be provided in written format to consumers (FSAI Legislation, 2018).

People with allergies can become very ill due to allergic reactions. In some extreme cases, this can be fatal. Results from a survey by the FSAI found that 1 in 10 adults in Ireland say that they have a food allergy or food intolerance (FSAI Press release, 2018). In a press release on Monday 1st October 2018 the FSAI stated that Food Business Operators (FBO) are still not doing enough to provide written allergen information to consumers and are not complying with regulation EC 1169:2011 to ensure consumer health is protected. The FSAI advice line handled 64 consumer complaints about unavailable or incorrect written allergen information and not providing or providing in accurate written information to customers was one of the reasons closure orders were served on seven food businesses since September 2017 (FSAI News Centre, Allergens, 2018).
The FSAI completed a targeted audit of food businesses to determine the level of compliance with EU and Irish legislation relating to the provision of food allergen information on non-prepacked food in May 2017 (FSAI, 2017). Fifty food businesses selected randomly were audited against their compliance with FIC regulations, results revealed that there was a low level of compliance in providing proper written allergen information, 32% of FBO audited did not provide written information and 26 of the businesses audited supplied inaccurate or incomplete allergen information (FSAI, 2017). Out of the 50 business establishments audited, 44 (88%) food business establishments had findings that require corrective action and 6 (12%) had no findings and were fully compliant with the allergen information requirements specified in Regulation (EU) No 1169/2011 and S.I. No.489 of 2014 (FSAI, 2017).

Supporting businesses to do the right thing the FSAI provide a helpful Guidance note No.28 on Food Allergen Information for Non-Prepacked Foods in Ireland, along with an advice line, information booklets and free online Menucal (FSAI, 2018). Thirty-seven of the 86 food alerts issued by the FSAI year to date have been in relation to undeclared allergens on labels of prepacked food by manufacturers (FSAI food alerts, 2018).
1.4.1 Consequences of non-compliance with FIC Regulation for allergens

The media have reported several deaths due to fatal allergen reactions in recent times, Jon di Paolo wrote in the Independent UK on Friday 28th October 2018, that on 17th July 2016 a 15-year-old girl died of anaphylaxis because Pret a Manger food labelling failed to warn her that one of their baguettes purchased at Pret a Manger at London Heathrow’s Terminal 5 contained allergens, The baguette, which was manufactured to Pret specifications, contained sesame to which she was allergic. There was no specific allergen information or warnings on the baguette packaging or on the food display cabinet, which reassured the 15-year-old. The Pret a Manger complaints log between 17th July 2015 and 29th June 2016 showed nine cases of sesame-related allergy incidents also. (Independent UK, 2018).

On 8th October 2018, Sophie Evans wrote in the Mirror UK, just a year after the incident above about a further fatal incident. In December 2017, there was a second victim of Pret a Manger, a 42-year-old woman who died after she ate a super-veg rainbow flatbread. The flatbread was supposed to be dairy-free in fact contained dairy protein. The woman had a fatal allergic reaction to milk protein found inside the flatbread bought in a Pret store in Stall Street in Bath, Somerset. This was a guaranteed dairy-free yoghurt by Pret supplier CoYo and discovered to contain dairy protein (Mirror UK, 2018).
The Journal reported on the 26th October 2018 that two takeaway workers were convicted, after a 15-year-old teenage girl died following severe allergic reaction from a takeaway meal in the UK. On 30th December 2016, the girl left a note in the comments section of the order alerting the takeaway that she had a nut allergy, but the workers failed to take appropriate action. There was no appropriate systems or conditions in place to protect the girl or any other customer with a known allergy and on the 1st January 2017, the girl died (Journal, 2018). The owner and chef both denied the responsibility of the death of the girl, even though the owner had earlier pleaded guilty to food standards and health and safety offences and these were so extensive that the council issued them with an immediate closure order. There was little evidence of any attempt by the defendants to comply with advice and guidance issued to them by the local authority (The Journal, 2018).
1.5 Enforcement orders

Environmental Health Officers (EHO) routinely and regularly inspect food businesses, and they have the power to enter any premises without any warning given. Following the inspection, the FBO will receive a written report from the EHO outlining what needs to be improved and actioned within a certain period. An Improvement Notice is served in the event of a more serious issue and if this is not complete by the date given, then the EHO can seek an Improvement Order in the District Court. If grave or immediate danger to health a closure order is issued to the food business (HSE, 2018).

Using only the year to date data for 2018 the Food Safety Authority of Ireland have reported a total number of 83 enforcement orders issued by the HSE, 73 of which are closure orders, 7 prohibition orders and 3 improvement orders (FSAI, enforcement reports, 2018). These enforcement orders range across all sectors of the food industry and include; takeaways, canteens, restaurants, cafes, butcher shops, retailers, wholesalers, manufacturing plants, public house, slaughter houses, processors, cutting plant and food stalls. Some of the main reasons for these enforcement orders include; no HACCP in place, poor hygiene practice and pest control issues including sighting of a live rat, inadequate allergen information, lack of food safety knowledge and inadequate food safety training (FSAI enforcement reports, 2018).
1.6 Training, Development, Education and Learning

There is much confusion surrounding the terms “training”, “education”, “development” and “learning”, to the point where they are often used interchangeably, it is often necessary to define and explain each of these in order to clarify the associated activities and desired outcomes within the organisation (Masadeh 2012). These are discussed in more detail below.

1.6.1 Training

Training can be described as a planned and organised activity aimed at modifying or developing the knowledge, skills and attitudes (KSA) of an individual enabling them to perform effectively in their current work role. Knowledge refers to what someone knows; Skills relate to what someone can do, Attitudes reflect how someone behaves. Expected outcomes of training are that the trainee should be able to perform specific tasks within a job. Methods associated with training are instruction, demonstration, practice and feedback and often used in conjunction with standard operating procedures (SOP’s) (Garavan et al, 1997).

1.6.2 Development

Development can be described as the growth and improvement of an individual’s abilities and skills, with a longer-term focus than training, involving a border subject matter and includes both formal and informal learning experiences. Development involves a combination of on the job and off the job learning experiences. Expected outcomes of development include time management, improved problem solving, interpersonal skills and relationship management. Methods associated with
development include role-play, case studies, outdoor development, presentation and discussion (off the job), action learning, mentoring, counselling and coaching (Costine et al, 2012).

1.6.3 Education

Education is aimed at developing knowledge and possibly skills and attitudes that enable the individual to perform effectively in their current or future roles. It includes methods such as lectures, guided reading, workshops and seminars. Expected outcomes are usually defined in academic terms e.g. qualification but may be related to a future role (Garavan et al, 1995).

1.6.4 Learning

Training, development and education have at least one thing in common says (Costine et al, 2012) they all involve learning. Learning is a process where individuals acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes. We can learn consciously (be aware that we are learning something new) or unconsciously (learn through the accumulation of experiences).
1.7 Training Methods

There are several types of training methods, which food business operators use to deliver food safety training within the food industry. Discussed in more detail below.

1.7.1 E-Learning

The E-Learning concept means the entire computer based educational tools or systems, which allow learners to get their education anytime and anywhere. E Learning offers the ability to share different kind of materials such as PDF’s, word documents, slideshows and video, as well as the ability to conduct online virtual classes. E learning technologies can be used to make a course exciting, entertaining and challenging. Course content, should be updated to give the very latest information. E Learning offers a faster, cheaper and potentially better and alternative mode of learning to learners in a flexible time and place (Hammad et al. 2018). Courses can be designed in an interactive way that includes the fun of using different methodologies and technologies, like the multimedia and the games, which enhance the engagement of the trainee. Hammad et al. (2018) goes on to say that, using e learning surely enhances the ability of learning but also depends on the learning environment, knowing more about the target group is important in order to build the learner materials.
1.7.2 Blended Learning

Blended approaches use multiple methods to deliver learning, combining face to face interactions with online activities. A common approach features the delivery of theory-based content through e-learning, prior to actual participation in training event where the focus is on practical application (Cobb 2018).

1.7.3 In-House Training

In-House training is specifically suited to suit the business needs. Carried out within the food business to educate, develop and improve the employee’s skills; it can be both practical based and theory based. It may be one of the most cost-effective solutions as there are no travel expenses or course payments. This is normally delivered through the businesses own HR division and staff (eLearning Industry, 2017).

1.7.4 External Training

Professionals outside of your organisation deliver external training; these professionals are skilled at not only at the subject of the training, but also at teaching. However, external trainers can be expensive, so not always a cost-effective solution for employers. The FSAI advise that it is important to ensure the training providers have experiences in the food industry, a background in food safety training and knowledge of how people learn and appropriate training skills (FSAI 2017b).
1.8 Food Safety Training

Several authors stated that the success of training programmes providing only information is unclear and that changes in improper food safety practices are not usually achieved. To avoid this problem, food safety training programs based on theoretical and practical activities have revealed to be important tools in which food handlers can put acquired knowledge into practice. The effects of food safety training on food handlers knowledge has been previously described, however, the information about the real impact on food safety by practical food safety training is scarce (Soares et al. 2013).

Both pre and post training support given by managers is an important element for food hygiene training to be effective, to motivate food handlers to enact the safe food handling practices learnt during training. A previous study explored the personal views of food handlers, their managers, and accredited training providers towards the provision and evaluation of food hygiene training in the south-west London region. It explored the pre and post training support given to food handlers and its effects on the attitude and behaviour of food handlers to enact safe food handling practices in the workplace. In total 70 telephone interviews were conducted. The findings from the study on ‘Perceptions of hygiene amongst food handlers, managers and training providers’, as stated by (Seaman and Eves 2010) demonstrated that most food industry managers are aware of their responsibilities to train food handlers, but often do not provide adequate support to promote the regulations of safe food handling practices or evaluate its effectiveness. Consequently, any positive effects gained from the food hygiene training programmes may last only a short time.
Effective training is essential to improve knowledge perceptions and should be offered to all food handlers. It needs to be specific according to the function that the food handler carries. Training food handlers at the workplace is a way to approximate the theory of the practice and ensure that they will know what to do in their workplace. An effective model of training is selective, strengthens the knowledge, avoid irrelevant information, accommodate the education levels of the food handlers, use languages according to food handler’s nationality and encourage positive attitudes (Abdullah Sani and Siow 2014). The content of the information, the form of communication and who communicates are determinants (Zanin et al. 2017).

Observations made during a study conducted by (Rowell et al. 2013) on the ‘Influence of food safety training on grocery store employees’ performance of food handling practices’. Determining the effectiveness of manager training and how the training affected the grocery stores performance on hot and cold self-service bars, suggested that the training barriers, such as time constraints, communication and inadequate resources, need to be taken into consideration. The researchers noted that there were barriers in many of the stores in the study and therefore suggested that it would be beneficial for future studies to examine what affect these barriers might have on employee and performance.

The House of Commons Agriculture Committee on Food Safety (HCACFS, 1998) noted that medium and smaller-sized businesses do not have the same level of food safety expertise as larger premises and even when undertaken, training may not be of enough quality. Safe food handling and the effective implementation of training
programmes depends essentially on well-trained, knowledgably and positive minded managers within food businesses (Seaman 2010).

Other studies have also noted management commitment as an important element of ensuring good hygienic standards, citing both a lack of management awareness and negative attitudes towards hygiene among the top five factors contributing to a business representing a significant or high risk to public health (Seaman and Eves 2006). Unless managers can fully appreciate the inherent risks involved in their food-handling practices, they are unlikely to recognise the need to train or the contribution that training can make to the food industry and society as whole. To transfer skills after training employees must have the opportunity to practice and refine them, otherwise the knowledge learned will likely be forgotten (Seaman 2010).

Studies indicate that very little research has been carried out to determine the barriers and problems that may prevent food handlers from implementing good practice (Clayton et al. 2002). Research conducted by Clayton et al. (2002) in a study on ‘Food Handlers’ beliefs and self-reported practices’ showed that the main barriers to food safety behaviours were lack of time, staff and equipment and cost. The study demonstrated that the presence or absence of tools, equipment, supplies, time and other resources might influence perceptions about the value or importance of training, which subsequently influenced motivation to attend and perform during training.
In their own research (Seaman and Eves 2006) argued that knowledge imparted by traditional training course cannot be assumed to translate into desired changes in behaviour. As well as the appropriateness of material conveyed during a course, influences pre – post training is suggested as factors that influence the extent to which desired behaviour changes take place. Motivation from managers and selection of an appropriate course are important in determining the attitude that the trainee has entering training and adequate support needs to be given to the trainee once training is complete. In this period, mentoring the trainee in translating knowledge into practice is important.
1.8.1 Food Safety Training a Legal Requirement

Food Safety Training is a legal requirement for everyone in the food industry. All food business operators are to ensure that, “food handlers are supervised and instructed and/or trained in food hygiene matters commensurate with their work activity”. In accordance with the European Regulation (EC) No. 852/2004 on the Hygiene of foodstuffs (EC 2004) and referenced in Regulation (EC) No. 853/2004 laying down specific hygiene rules for food of animal origin (EC 2004).

The responsibility for the supervision and training of staff lies with the proprietor of the food business. From the 1st January 2006, staff responsible for the development and maintenance of the food business Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) system must have received adequate training in the application of the HACCP principles (FSAI, 2015a). Food safety training is essential to the commercial viability of a company it assists companies in becoming more efficient, competitive and profitable, raises performance standards, reduces wastage, assists in the production of safe food, complies with food legislation requirements, promotes a good company image, increases staff morale and improves staff retention.

The implementation of knowledge acquired during food safety training requires the provision of the appropriate resources and motivational support by management. Results of several studies have shown no direct link between training, knowledge and practice, unless training is relevant to what trainees do in their everyday jobs and is supported by management (FSAI 2015a).
Smigic et al. (2016) states that training programs should not be performed only to satisfy legal requirements and to provide basic and general information. They should serve as a major tool to communicate with food handlers, by simple and targeted explanation related to specific identified issues.

The FSAI say that for food safety training to be successful a recommended training approach is required that proactively encourages the implementation of skills and knowledge in the food business; it will require the involvement and commitment from management, the trainer and the trainees.

1.8.2 Inspection of Training

Enforcement Officers (EHO’s) may assess food safety training when conducting a food safety inspection in a food business premises. They may observe hygiene practices and verify food safety knowledge of staff. They may also enquire as to whether the food business maintain food safety records or ask about the food safety training that has been provided (FSAI 2007)
1.9 Food Safety Training Guides

The Food Safety Authority of Ireland have training guides that assist food businesses meet their legal obligation (FSAI 2015a)

- **Level 1 Induction Skills** – Specifies the standards expected of employees who have been working less than three months in the food business. It is split into two stages and outlines what all employees must be able to demonstrate before they start handling food and what employees must be able to demonstrate within 1 month of starting work (FSAI 2015b)

- **Level 2 Additional skills** – describes the standards expected of those who have been working more than 3 months, covering what the employee is expected to demonstrate within 3-6 months when working in high-risk area and 6-12 months when working in a low risk area (FSAI 2015b)

- **Level 3 – Food Safety Training for Management** - outlines the food safety skills that should be demonstrated by managers and supervisors in food businesses (FSAI, 2016)

The FSAI guides detail the food safety skills that food handlers and non-food handlers should be able to demonstrate in the workplace. They contain relevant information; checklists and records that can help businesses meet their legal requirement for training and requires companies to have the necessary in-house food safety and training expertise if designing, developing and delivering their own in-house training. Another training option would be to recruit the services of a training provider to either design or deliver training specifically for the business needs, use of external training
providers, or e-learning programmes that are used in conjunction with management support and follow up (FSAI, 2015a).

The FSAI also have a “Safe Food to Go” booklet which is available in eight different languages, English, Chinese, Czech, Latvian, Lithuanian, Romanian and Polish. It can be used as an aid to basic food safety training outlining the food safety skills that food handlers must be able to demonstrate before they start handling food in the workplace (FSAI, 2017).

1.9.1 National Standards Authority of Ireland

Food Standards developed by the National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) Irelands official standards body include:

- **I.S.340:2007 and AMD 1:2015 “Hygiene in the catering sector”,** provides guidance to compliance for the food hygiene and the food information to consumers regulations for the operators of food catering establishments and is available in Chinese, Irish and polish languages (NSAI, 2018).

- **I.S.341:2007 and AMD 1:2015 “Hygiene for food retailing and wholesaling”,** provides guidance to compliance for the food hygiene and food information to consumers regulations for the operators of food retail and wholesale businesses (NSAI, 2018)
1.10 Accredited Food Safety Training

Several training programmes provide accredited food safety training. All though it is not mandatory, Food businesses can send their employees on these programmes to gain certification. As discussed below.

1.10.1 Food Safety Authority of Ireland – Food Safety and You

The FSAI Food Safety and You is a three-hour induction-training programme for employees in all sectors of the food industry. Designed to be delivered by supervisors/managers/trainers to their staff within their own food business. The FSAI Food Safety & You is based on the skills outlined in the FSAI Level 1 induction skills. The training skills workshop is certified by the FSAI. Participants who attend and complete the assessment will become approved trainers to deliver the FSAI induction programme. The duration of the course is two days and cost €300 per person. (FSAI Food Safety and You, 2018).

1.10.2 The National Hygiene Partnership (NHP)

The NHP offers The Management of food Hygiene Programme, *The Essential Guide to HACCP Compliance*; designed to enable food businesses to conform to EU Food Safety Legislation. This programme forms an integral part of the national drive to improve food safety standards throughout the entire food industry. Based on the NSAI I.S. 340:2007 and I.S. 341:2007 as mentioned above and satisfies the requirements for the FSAI Level 3 guidelines in Food Safety Skills for Management (NHP, 2017).
The course is delivered over 5 days. On completion of the programme, participants are required to take a two-hour written exam. If successful participants will be trained both in the principles and practices of effective food hygiene management, gaining the knowledge and skills necessary to formulate and implement a comprehensive Food Safety Management System (FSMS) in the workplace and to organise the necessary training for their staff.

1.10.3 Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI)

The QQI are an Independent state agency responsible for promoting quality and accountability in education and training services in Ireland. Established in 2012 by the Qualifications and Quality Assurances (Education and Training) Act 2012 and has taken over the functions of;

- National Qualifications Authority of Ireland (NQAI)
- Further Education and Training Awards Council (FETAC)
- Irish Universities Quality Board (IUQB)
- Higher Education and Training Awards Council (HETAC)

The QQI offer Level 4, 5 and 6 courses on the Irish National Framework of Qualifications, which are linked to the FSAI levels 1, 2 and 3.

Before a programme can be delivered to a QQI accreditation, providers are continually monitored and reviewed by the QQI (QQI, 2012).
1.10.4 Environmental Health Association of Ireland (EHAI)

The EHAI are Ireland’s leading provider of accredited food safety training in partnership with other training professionals in Ireland, with a focus on improving food safety knowledge and standards to the benefit of businesses, workers and the public. The EHAI offers two courses, The EHAI Primary Course in Food Safety and the EHAI refresher Course in Food Safety. Once a pass of 50% is achieved for the primary course the certificate is issued and valid for 5 years, once having completed a food safety programme within the last five years this can be refreshed and updated with the EHAI Refresher Course Certificate, once a pass of 50% is achieved this is valid for 3 years (EHAI, 2018).
1.11 Objectives

The purpose of this study is to:

- Identify what methods of food safety training are used within the food industry
- Identify the barriers and problems that may affect the outcomes of the food safety training
- Identify what recommendations could be made to overcome these barriers and
- To identify what food businesses are currently pursuing in order to develop and improve their food safety training
2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Questionnaire design

A survey was generated on Survey Monkey, which consisted of 22 questions (as per Annex. I). the survey was designed to collect data on Food Safety Training throughout the food industry and to examine aspects such as: what training is being provided? Who delivers it? What methods were trainers using? Etc. In addition, it sought to identify potential barriers that may affect the outcome of training, and to collate recommendations from the industry on how training could be conducted more effectively.

The survey was aimed at Managers, HR Managers, Technical/Quality Managers, Chefs and those individuals who were responsible for organisation and/or delivery of the training within a food business. In total 171 responses were collected by Survey Monkey electronically using Web links, Email and Social Media (Facebook and LinkedIn) during the period from October to December 2018. In addition, the survey was posted on International Food Safety and Quality Network (IFSQN) to gather wider international views on food safety training, in addition to the 171 responses from the survey, a further ten comments were made on the IFSQN. Face to Face discussions with several trainers (n=5) were also conducted and documented, to identify what avenues they were currently pursuing in order to further develop their training methods and material.
2.2 Data Analysis

The responses from these 171 questionnaires were analysed by exporting the results from Survey Monkey to an excel file. All questions were analysed individually and values for total responses, manufacturing, retail and food service were included. Discussions with trainers and comments from the IFSQN were documented.
3. RESULTS

3.1 Survey Monkey Questionnaire

“Food Safety Training with a focus on the potential barriers that may impact the effectiveness of the training outcomes” (See Annex. I.)

Figure 1. Identification of associated categories of work for all of the 171 Food Industry Sectors respondents surveyed.

The majority of individuals surveyed (n=171) in this study were from the manufacturing sector (60%), followed by the retail (21%) and food service (19%).
3.1.2 Examination of Food Safety Training, Levels and Methods of provided

Survey Question 2. Do you provide food safety training for your employees?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>YES (n)</th>
<th>NO (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing (101)</td>
<td>93 (55%)</td>
<td>8 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail (37)</td>
<td>37 (22%)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service (32)</td>
<td>31 (18%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>161 (95%)</td>
<td>9 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 170 (99%) of individuals out of the 171 completed this question

Table 1. Examination as to whether Food Safety Training is provided to employees in the food businesses that the 170 respondents worked in.

The table indicates that 95% of respondents do provide Food Safety Training for employees while 5% do not; it identifies who said yes or no for each sector.
Survey Question 3. If yes, what level of food safety training is provided?

![Table 2](image)

Table 2: The Level of Food Safety Training provided to employees by the respondents were they work.
The table gives a breakdown of the level of training provided to employees in the respondent’s workplace (n=167) manufacturing (99), retail (37) followed by food service (31).
Survey Question 4. What method is used to deliver your food safety training?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Training - First option</th>
<th>Online/eLearning</th>
<th>In-house</th>
<th>External</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n=167)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>8 (5%)</td>
<td>75 (44%)</td>
<td>9 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>17 (10%)</td>
<td>20 (12%)</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
<td>19 (11%)</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>29 (17%)</td>
<td>114 (68%)</td>
<td>17 (10%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Training - Second option</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>13 (8%)</td>
<td>9 (5%)</td>
<td>49 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>5 (3%)</td>
<td>13 (8%)</td>
<td>12 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
<td>5 (3%)</td>
<td>15 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20 (12%)</td>
<td>27 (16%)</td>
<td>76 (45%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Training - Third option</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>9 (5%)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
<td>9 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17 (10%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>11 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall total</td>
<td>66 (39%)</td>
<td>142 (85%)</td>
<td>104 (62%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 167 (98%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question, participants had the choice to answer all options 1st, 2nd, 3rd if applicable

Table 3. Examination of methods used by food businesses to deliver training to employees.

The table gives a breakdown of the different methods of training provided by food businesses (n=167) manufacturing (99), retail (37) food service (31) to train employees.

The ‘first option’ is their preferred method, highlighting that In-house training (68%) is the preferred method of training overall, a reason given for this was that it could be tailored to the business’s needs.
**3.1.3 Examination of the delivery of Food Safety Training within the Food Industry**

Survey Question 7. If an external trainer is used, is the food safety training delivered onsite or offsite?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=154)</th>
<th>External</th>
<th>Onsite</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>27 (18%)</td>
<td>77 (50%)</td>
<td>50 (32%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Only 154 (90%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question*

**Table 4. Examination as to where food safety training is delivered if an external trainer is used to train employees.**

The table indicates that for respondents (n=154) manufacturing (90), retail (34) and food service (30) food safety training is delivered externally (18%), onsite (50%) and both (32%) when an external trainer is sourced.
Survey Question 8. If the training is delivered onsite who delivers the training?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n= 166)</th>
<th>Qualified food safety trainer</th>
<th>Experienced member of staff</th>
<th>Member of management</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td><strong>120 (72%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>50 (30%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>34 (20%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>9 (5%)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 166 (97%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question, participants had the choice to answer more than one option if applicable
- ‘Other’ one person is all three, train the trainer personnel, food safety manager

Table 5. Examination as to who delivers the Food Safety Training to employees within the respondent’s work place.

The table identifies who delivers food safety training onsite to respondents (n=166) manufacturing (99), retail (36) and food service (31) it highlights that 72% of food businesses have a qualified food safety trainer to conduct the training.
Survey Question 6. What is the average duration of the training?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt;1 hour</th>
<th>2 hours</th>
<th>Half Day</th>
<th>Full Day</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manufacturing</strong></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retail</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food service</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>31 (18%)</td>
<td>69 (41%)</td>
<td>42 (25%)</td>
<td>31 (18%)</td>
<td>15 (9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 168 (98%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question participants had the option to choose a number of options
- ‘Other’ this will depend on type and level of training provided

Table 6. Respondent’s average duration of Food Safety Training provided to employees in their workplace.

The table highlights from (n=168) manufacturing (100), retail (37), food service (31), that 41% on average spend 2 hours delivering food safety training.

Results also indicated that refresher training is carried out by 82% of food businesses approximately every 1-2 years or when performance indicates so.
Survey Question 20. Are competency tests carried out to evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of the trained employee?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=169)</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>132 (78%)</td>
<td>37 (22%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 169 (99%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question.

Table 7. Examination to whether food businesses carry out competency assessments to evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of their trained employee.

This table indicates that 78% of respondents (n=169) do provide competency assessments for employees while 22% do not; it gives a breakdown per sector as to who said yes and no.
Survey Question 18. Are there enough resources to carry out training when required?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=170)</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>130 (76%)</td>
<td>40 (24%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 170 (99%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question

Table 8. Examination as to whether or not there is enough resources in the respondent’s food business to conduct food safety training when required.

The table identifies that 76% of food business (n=170) say they have the resources to conduct training while 24% say they do not.
Survey Question 19. If no, what are the reasons for this?

- Only 88 (51%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question, participants had the choice to select one or more of the following reasons above, ‘1’ being their main reason.

Figure 2. Respondent’s reasons for not having resources to carry out food safety training when required for employees.

This chart indicates that (n=88) of respondents did not have resources due to high turnover of staff (83) and too busy (82).
3.1.4 Examination into online/eLearning training (if applicable to the business)

Survey Question 9. After completion of the online/eLearning training, did it prove to be effective through trainee’s work performance/knowledge?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing (34)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail (27)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service (15)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>54 (71%)</td>
<td>22 (29%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 76 (44%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question

Table 9. Examination as to whether respondent’s online/eLearning training method was reflective through the trainee’s work performance/knowledge.

This table indicates that 71% of participants said online/eLearning training was reflective while 29% said it was not.

**Respondent’s perception as to why the online/eLearning training method may not have been reflective through the trainees work performance/knowledge.**

Individuals (n=61) from sectors manufacturing (31), retail (16) followed by food service (14) have the perception that language is a possible barrier, along with no interest among staff and a lack of understanding.
Survey Question 11. How do you think online/eLearning training could be improved for your business?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Delivered in more languages</th>
<th>Better software</th>
<th>Blended Learning</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>10 (12%)</td>
<td>10 (12%)</td>
<td>20 (24%)</td>
<td>8 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>10 (12%)</td>
<td>6 (7%)</td>
<td>13 (16%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>7 (8%)</td>
<td>7 (8%)</td>
<td>9 (11%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>27 (32%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>23 (28%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>42 (50%)</strong></td>
<td><strong>11(13%)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 83 (49%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question, they had the choice to answer more than one option if applicable

**Table 10. Respondent’s perception as to how online/eLearning training may be improved.**

The table indicates the responses per food industry sector, for ways in which they perceive online/eLearning training may be improved.
3.1.5 Examination of non-national employees and perceived barriers in Food Safety Training

Survey Question 12. Is there non-nationals employed in your business?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=170)</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing (102)</td>
<td>85 (50%)</td>
<td>17 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail (36)</td>
<td>29 (17%)</td>
<td>7 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service (32)</td>
<td>30 (18%)</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>144 (85%)</td>
<td>26 (15%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 170 individuals out of the 171 answered this question

Table 11. Respondents as to whether or not Non-nationals are employed in their businesses.

This chart indicates that 85% of participants do have non-nationals employed in their work while the other 15% do not.
Survey Question 13. If yes, what is the most common language used?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=147)</th>
<th>Polish</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing (86)</td>
<td>47 (38%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
<td>9 (6%)</td>
<td>47 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail (31)</td>
<td>23 (16%)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>3 (2%)</td>
<td>4 (3%)</td>
<td>9 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service (30)</td>
<td>17 (12%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>3 (2%)</td>
<td>14 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86 (58%)</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
<td>6 (4%)</td>
<td>16 (11%)</td>
<td>70 (48%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 147 (86%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question, they had the option to choose more than one language if applicable
- ‘Other’ Lithuanian(12), Slovakian(3), Croatian(1), Hungarian(4), Moldavian(2), Brazilian(1), Arabic(1), German(1), Italian(1), Russian(6), Portuguese(8), Pakistani(1), Spanish(2), Vietnamese(1), Thai(1).

Table 12. Examination into the most common language used if participants have non-national employees employed in their work.

This table identifies that Polish (58%) is the most common language used amongst the respondents.
Survey Question 14. What level of English do your non-national employees have?

- Only 148 (87%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question

**Figure 3. Examination into the Level of English of non-national employees employed in the respondent’s work place.**

The chart indicates that 57% of respondents indicate that non-national employees have basic English, Manufacturing (55), retail (19) and food service (11).
Survey Question 15. Do you consider language to be a barrier in the effectiveness of food safety training outcomes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=160)</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don't Know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing (95)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail (35)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service (30)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Only 160 (94%) individuals out of the 171 completed this question

Table 13. Respondents’ perception to whether or not language is a barrier in the effectiveness of Food Safety Training outcomes.

This chart indicates that 60% of respondents perceive that language may be a barrier in the effectiveness of food safety training outcomes; they say that there is a general lack of understanding when training is conducted in English.
Survey Question 21. In your opinion, what do you consider the biggest barrier in non-effective food safety training?

“No interest” and a “Lack of Understanding” where two of the main perceived barriers identified from the respondents from 166 individuals out of the 171 who answered the question.

Survey Question 22.

Further responses and recommendations given by the three food industry sectors below. For full list (See appendix II.)

“More than training, it is a culture change that is required which must be implemented by all, especially from top down”

“Retention of staff”

“Smaller companies may not have the resources to understand or deliver the required training needed to be compliant”

“One thing we have incorporated this year in our training are more images of what we see daily that is not acceptable and can result in a food safety risk and less wordy slides. Also several videos were included so as to meet all the learning styles of the trainees”

“If it was made more interesting rather than technical. Staff would show more interest”
“Non-Native Speaker trainers are available but sometimes lack of understanding the problem and support from management's side”

“I don't see any issue with Food Safety Training or how it could improve, it will always fail if people are not interested - mainly agency staff - they would work one day here, another day somewhere else. Generally Trainers are available but there are difficulties in getting staff released for training”

“No interest can sometimes be because employees don't understand how it applies to them. They see it as - we've always done it this way and nothing has ever happened so why should we care”

“I believe greater focus should be placed on food safety training in all sectors of food production in order to alleviate the current issues with allergens in particular. Operators must understand the seriousness of cross contamination in order to help us eliminate these errors”

“The lack of interest it is a big Issue. Also, the lack of understanding why food safety is important”

“Companies need to ensure a basic understanding of the English language is a prerequisite to employment if food safety training is to be effective especially with non-national candidates”

“Management not empowering employees who in turn leave, creating high turnover. Lack of funds made available for training is also an issue”
3.2 Responses from International Food Safety & Quality Network (IFSQN)

Additional responses from the IFSQN (10) on their perception on food safety training, potential barriers and recommendations – includes responses from Canada (1), United States (5), Philippines (1), United Kingdom (2) and France (1).

Posted by Diane Fox - 18 October 2018 - 07:04 PM

Good evening all,
I am currently completing my MSc in Food Safety Management and in the process of circulating my survey; it is based on Food Safety Training with a focus on the potential barriers that may impact the effectiveness of the training outcomes. I would be interested to hear your comments and suggestions on the research topic and if any of you were willing to participate in the survey, I will forward the link. Thanks

(1) Posted 18 October 2018 - 07:24 PM (Canada)
“Wow, if you could figure out how to get employees to buy into the training in this field that would be fantastic!
How to keep the same material year after year relevant and timely so that employees don't disengage because this is the 10th time in 9 years they've heard all of this before”.

(2) Posted 18 October 2018 - 09:23 PM (United States)
“Language and culture barriers are big issues. If paper-based learning is used, comprehension is another. Once you are passed those barriers, buy-in/employee motivation is a major struggle”.

(3) Posted 19 October 2018 - 02:05 PM (United States)
“I am interested to see if my barriers are the norm (although judging from the above comments, they seem to be)”.

(4) Posted 22 October 2018 - 07:26 AM (Philippines)
“If on the "perspective" of the trainee, how would she/he like to be trained? For the training techniques, there will be 10 (classroom), 20 (coaching) and 70 (OTJ), more often, food safety training in many companies are being restricted in classroom (or same with E-learning), hence only 10% retention.
I may also add if the classroom if they preferred the mostly they listen or there are group work or experience sharing to avoid the usual mostly "theoretical", the problem mostly is how it can be applied to real-life settings as much as possible”.

51
(5) Posted 22 October 2018 - 11:16 AM (United States)

“I have found the most success in programs where I can get the team to take ownership of the program. If they feel as though their actions are making an impact or if they feel as though they are able to shape how the program is being built then we are able to really get the group engaged”.

(6) Posted 22 October 2018 - 11:25 AM (United Kingdom)

“Interesting topic as I am Polish, working in UK as technical assistant with years of experience in food safety (2 more years to finish my MSc in food technology) I recently became a trainer in my company. In addition, to be honest struggling with creation of training program that would work and change the culture.

Lack of support from management especially to release people from production for training and constant excuses of busy periods. Lack of interest from people...

Not everyone have/use a computer or maybe it is only their excuse not to do online training...cannot force them though...

We have polish-speaking workers therefore; I can provide training in both languages, which is handy”.

(7) Posted 22 October 2018 - 11:54 AM (United States)

“Our last training session was Jeopardy. It was a refresher course on GMPs, pest control, allergens. I divided the class into 3 teams each having a service bell in front of them. Everyone named their teams and I had a scorekeeper and some dollar store gifts. We reviewed the training material and then played.

It went like this - Name one thing we use for allergen control.
(Someone - omg, she just old us)
Team one hits bell - Green containers!
Me - sorry no -
Team two hits bell - What is green containers?
Me - that is correct!
The bells were going off like crazy and there was lots of laughter (and learning), senior management could hear all the commotion and came into to watch for a bit. I was told that that was the most engaging, interactive training session ever witnessed”.

(8) Posted 22 October 2018 - 07:32 PM (United States)

“We shifted gears this year after doing refresher training every year. We gave a simple written test and were appalled at the low scores from some of the employees who have been here for many years. We rewarded those who scored 100 with gift cards. Others were retrained. Our plan is to continue training but offer a variation of the test once a year and think of new ways to engage the crew”.

Jeopardy is a great idea!
“I was thinking of introducing competency assessment
Few variations - basic GMP, for procedures and allergen control
Based on the result decide if refresher training is needed
Annual refresher is impossible to be arranged and noticed they all say 'yes I know'...
So why don't they follow the procedures?” (Appendix. III)

A combination of different methods works the best. A big advantage of a trainer
(thus not by e learning) is the interaction with the group and the discussions”.
3.3 Results of Discussions with Trainers

Documented discussions that were conducted with several trainers (n=5), identifying what training they currently provide and what avenues they were currently pursuing in order to further develop their training methods and material.

3.3.1 External Training & Consultancy Company – Documented December 2018 –

Discussion with Trainer/Consultant

This trainer believes that there is a necessity for food safety trainers to adopt on-line training options as this allows more flexibility to businesses. Some retailers provide their food safety training on-line. It allows training to fit in with each individual’s working schedule. It would be interesting to note which is more effective in the transfer of learning. Like all training though, the embedding of learning in work practices takes place through effective supervision, coaching and provision of regular feedback back by managers.

This training/consultancy company is in the process of supporting retailers in improving their Pest Management System and Communication Process to prevent closures, as there were at least three retailers closed down last year due to pest issues. Prosecutions and closures are on the increase and the authorities seem to be taking a zero tolerance approach, which is very concerning.
3.3.2 Leading Meat Manufacturing Company - Approximately 300 employees

Documented December 2018 – Discussion with Technical Manager

Current Training

Day 1. Induction – 4 hours, DVD and induction package containing a copy of all policies. Including induction to HACCP, product quality, health & safety and traceability.

Day 2. Full factory tour, trainee is ‘Buddied up’ with an experienced member of staff where they receive a full day training. Train the Trainers monitor and assess the ‘Buddy’s’ to ensure they are delivering effective on the job training.

A four-week training programme - for the trainee is put in place with the ‘Buddy’ where on the job training will be completed. Once these four weeks are completed, the head trainer is notified who will then assess if the trainee was successfully trained and understands the SOP’s, if the both the trainer and trainee are satisfied with the training then the trainee signs of the SOP’s electronically.

Annual Refresher Training - Induction, policies and SOP’s are completed all over again.

External Training – Sourced if required, e.g. 15 key employees from different areas throughout the business where send on a two-day HACCP course to give them a good understand of HACCP.

New to the business – Is the ‘Be the Positive’ (BTP) training, which consists of four key elements; Communication, Coaching, Feedback and Time Management. This is for managers within the business who deliver training and/or supervise staff, on constructive ways of how to be at work and to able to give both positive and negative feedback to employees.
Training Application – there is a new training application for anyone who has a smartphone in the company, this provides access to all policies including, allergen and glass breakage procedures, also a newsfeed which shares if there were visitors onsite or an upcoming BRC audit etc.

Employees have the opportunity to develop their skills and/or if they would like to take up something new the company will support and invest in employee’s further education. The company are in the process of developing their procedures in three different languages and include; English, Polish and Lithuanian. It is a very established business and do not have huge problems with language.

3.3.3 Bakery Manufacturing Company – Approximately 50 employees

Documented November 2018 – Discussion with Quality Manager

Training provided – Classroom training, materials used are power point and procedures. Level 1 and Level 2 training is conducted separately, Level 3 training is not provided. There are a number of different nationalities employed in this company and include Romania, Italian, Brazilian, Mexican, Chinese, with the majority of employees been Chinese, Latvian, Polish, South African, Nigerian, Croatia and Serbia.

All employees have a good level of English (advanced) apart from the Chinese whose English would be below the basic level.

A translator is required for Chinese employees and because the company do not have the resources for this another member of staff with better English has to assist the trainer. Procedures are translated through google translator.
Refresher training - is provided more frequently due to communication barriers and the trainees have to be pulled aside from time to time to go through procedures again.

Recommendations - The trainer recommends that if virtual academy training was in employee’s language, this may make it easier.

3.3.4 Leading Retailer – Documented November 2018 - Discussion with HR

Trainer/Organiser x 2

Training Provided – Online and Virtual Academy training, which provides Level 1 and Level 2 food safety training, deli training and Allergen training. Level 3 training classroom training is provided for managers, supervisors and senior members of staff.

New to the business for 2019 – Introduction of new modules through Virtual Academy, Butchery, Deli, Bakery and Fruit & Vegetable departments. The new modules consist of Visuals, animations and aviators and include assessments at the end of each section.

Deli Academy – Module Level 5 QQ1 certified in Food Safety and HACCP

The deli academy is a set of six modules, which will be available for stores to send their employees on, Food Safety and HACCP is a module within the academy and employees will have the opportunity to complete and become QQI certified. It includes a blend of classroom learning, practical learning, eLearning, Independent learning and work based learning and assessments.
Retail Apprenticeship – Module Level 6 QQI certified in Food Safety Operations and HACCP.

Working in conjunction with Retail Ireland this module is currently been designed with Letterkenny Institute of Technology (LYIT) and will be part of the Retail Apprenticeship provided by Retail Ireland. For employees to have the opportunity to gain QQI Level 6 Certification in Food Safety Operations and HACCP.

It includes a blend of classroom learner, lectures, workshops, independent learning and workplace learning and assessments.

Future of Training - Gamification

Currently trialling Gamification for customer service training and if it is effective it may also be developed to provide food safety training in the future. Gamification is the delivery of training through simulation, which increases awareness, it is an efficient learning solution in a high turnover staff environment; it can be accessed through iPads, Laptops and tablets. Covering different learning styles, visual, hearing and has a high level of retained learning.
4. DISCUSSION

Studies indicate that very little research has been carried out to determine the barriers and problems that may prevent food handlers from implementing good practice (Clayton et al. 2002). This study conducted research across food industry sectors manufacturing, retail and food service, along with discussions with trainers and international feedback from food safety professionals, to try to identify the potential barriers, which may affect food safety training outcomes, along with recommendations for future development to improve training overall. Smigic et al. (2016) says that training programs should not be performed only to satisfy legal requirements and to provide basic and general information. They should serve as a major tool to communicate with food handlers, by simple and targeted explanation related to specific identified issues.

Food safety is a shared responsibility and governments, the food industry and individuals need to do more to make food safe and prevent foodborne diseases (WHO 2015), and they say that there remains a significant need for education and training on the prevention of foodborne diseases among food producers, suppliers, handlers and the public. This study has identified that 95% of food industry sectors manufacturing (55%), retail (22%) and food service (18%) do provide food safety training for employees, however 5% of the industries do not provide training (See table.1). Findings from a previous study demonstrated that most food industry managers are aware of their responsibilities to train food handlers, but often do not provide adequate support to promote the regulations of safe food handling practices or evaluate its effectiveness (Seaman and Eves 2010).
The Level of training provided by 167 respondents established that (45%) of these provide all three levels of training, followed by level 1 (40%), level 2 (30%) and level 3 (17%), other training (11%) includes HACCP, Allergen, cleaning chemicals and site-specific training is provided (See table.2). Methods used to deliver training where examined (See table.3); ‘In-house’ training (68%) resulted as the main method that food industries including manufacturing 44%, retail 12% and food service 11% use to deliver their training. Followed by external training 45% as their second option and online training 17% as their third option, overall 85% of the food businesses use in-house training, 62% external and 39% online/eLearning. Although online training was the least preferred method, it showed most popular amongst the retail food sector (See table.3).

If an external trainer is sourced to deliver food safety training for the respondents food businesses (154) this study identified that 50% of the training is conducted onsite, 18% externally and 32% both onsite and external. Seventy-two percent have a qualified food safety trainer onsite, who delivers the food safety training when required with the average duration of training being 2 hours to complete (See table 6). Results indicated that 82% of food businesses carry out refresher training approximately every 1-2 years or when performance indicates so. Competency assessments to evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of trained employees are conducted by (78%) of 169 respondents (See table 7), manufacturing 50%, and retail 17% followed by food service 19%, 22% did not carry out these assessments. To transfer skills after training employees must have the opportunity to practice and refine them, otherwise the knowledge learned will likely be forgotten (Seaman, 2010).
When asked if food businesses had enough resources to carry out food safety training when required (76%) said ‘yes’ and 24% said ‘no’. Their reasons been that they are ‘too busy’ or have a ‘high turnover’ of staff (See figure 2). It was mentioned in a previous study ‘that food handlers can only be as hygienic as the business, the leadership within requires, allows and encourages it to be and this is influenced by the facilities provided as well as the management systems and culture in place’ (Griffith, Livesey and Clayton 2010).

If applicable to their food business (n=76), respondents were asked if they found online/eLearning training to be an effective method of training through trainees performance and knowledge, 71% said ‘yes’ whereas 29% disagreed. Their reasons been due to possible language barriers (21%), no interest among staff and a lack of understanding (21%). Mentioned also was that this type of training has gone both ways in that it has been extremely helpful for some, while others rush through it and do not retain the information or did not care. ELearning offers a faster, cheaper and potentially better and alternative mode of learning to learners in a flexible time and place (Hammad et al. 2018). Eighty three respondents (51%), recommend that if online/eLearning training was combined with another classroom learning (Blended approach) that this may help in the effectiveness of the training outcomes, as the blended approaches use multiple methods to deliver learning, combining face to face interactions with online activities (Cobb 2018).
A further issue identified from the 170 respondents, was that 85% of food businesses employ non-nationals while 15% do not. It was noted from 147 respondents, manufacturing 38%, retail 16% and food service 12% that Polish (58%) is the most common language used in the food industry. Romanian 11%, French 1%, Chinese 4% and a variety 48% of other languages including Lithuanian, Slovakian, Croatian, Hungarian, Moldavian, Brazilian, Arabic, German, Italian, Russian, Portuguese, Pakistani, Spanish, and Vietnamese are also used (See table.12).

The majority of non-nationals in respondent’s food businesses have basic English (57%); fluent 33% and 7% have very little English. Out of 160 food businesses, (60%) believe that language may be a barrier in the effectiveness of food safety training outcomes while 35% disagree (see table 13). The majority of food businesses 53% from 112 respondents say that there is a general lack of understanding when training is conducted in English, while 40% say that language barriers are used by employees as an excuse to avoid implementing training appropriately. Powell, Jacob and Chapman, (2011), say that “To achieve food safety success, it means going beyond traditional training, testing and inspectional approaches to managing risks. It requires a better understanding of organisational culture and the human dimensions of food safety, to improve food safety performance in food businesses establishments, you must change the way people do things.”

When Food businesses were asked what did they consider to be the main barriers in non-effective food safety training overall, from the 166 respondents ‘no Interest’ (92%) amongst employees scored the highest. Then lack of understanding 89% followed by
language and lack of management support at 85% and lack of resources 79%. This differs from research conducted by Clayton et al. (2002) in a study on ‘Food Handlers’ beliefs and self-reported practices’ that showed that the main barriers to food safety behaviours were lack of time, staff and equipment and cost.

Further comments were made by food businesses (see Appendix. II), highlighting that - “It’s more than training; it is a culture change that is required which must be implemented by all, in a study conducted by (De Boeck et al. 2018) it’s mentioned that training is critical, training itself will not change behaviour and that even trained employees fail to execute certain tasks according to what they have been taught. This is why it is important to have manager support and reinforcement in the workplace for training to be effective especially from top down”. Respondents in this study also mentioned “Retention of staff”. “If it was made more interesting rather than technical, staff would show more interest”. “The lack of interest is a big issue, also the lack of understanding why food safety is important”, Training food handlers at the workplace is a way to approximate the theory of the practice and ensure that they will know what to do in their workplace (Abdullah Sani and Siow 2014). “Smaller companies may not have the resources to understand or deliver the required training needed to be compliant”, this was also noted by (HCACFS, 1998) that medium and smaller-sized businesses do not have the same level of food safety expertise as larger premises and even when undertaken, training may not be of enough quality.
Following my post on the International Food Safety & Quality Network (IFSQN) on 18th October 2018, a number of responses (n=10) were received from Canada(1), United States(5), Philippines(1), United Kingdom(2) and France(1) (See Appendix. III). In relation to their perception of barriers in food safety training, a Canadian participant questioned how best to get buy in from employees in this field and how to keep the same training material relevant and timely so employees don’t disengage. Participants from the United States mentioned that language and culture are big issues and comprehension is another when paper based learning is used. A study conducted by (Abidin, Arendt and Strohbehn 2013) revealed that more than 40% of non-compliance with safe food handling practices was due to poor organisational food safety culture. De Boeck et al. (2015) says that food safety culture starts at the top and flows downward; management support and commitment, system and processes and employee attitude and behaviour make it.

Other participants from the United States discussed how they maximise the groups engagement when the team get to take ownership of the programme and that their actions make an impact – notably when they feel as though they are able to shape how the programme is been build.

In one example, engagement from employees was sought also by the use of a game with buzzers played in three teams called Jeopardy, this game brought a lot of laughter and interaction into the training session. In other incidences were employees scored low in refresher training, the trainer would reward those who scored 100% with gift cards while others would be then retrained. Response from the Philippines was that training should also be based on the perspective of the trainee and what technique they prefer to be trained in and that group work and experience sharing should be
used to avoid the usual theoretical training. Response from United Kingdom included lack of management support, lack of interest from employees and difficulties in creating a training program that would work and change the culture. Competency assessments were introduced for basic GMP procedures and allergen control, as annual refresher training is impossible to control. (See Appendix. II. For sample of competency test issued from UK respondent). Respondent from France mentioned that a combination of different methods works best and a big advantage of a trainer is the interaction with the group and the discussions.

This study identified the different levels and training methods across manufacturing (2), retail (2) and an external training company (1), along with what avenues the trainers were currently pursuing in order to further develop their training methods and material. These trainers conduct or assist in the development and delivery of food safety training within their food business. Some of the key findings from these discussions as per (section 3.3) was that it was very notable the difference in the level of resources and training provided between the two manufacturing businesses one of which was a large meat company with approximately 300 employees, while the other was a small bakery company with approximately 50 employees. The larger company provided 2 days training along with a four-week training programme, annual refresher training and external training when required. The smaller company provided level 1 and level 2 training and more frequent refresher training due to communication barriers, with limited resources to do so. Trainers from the retail company, which support over 1200 retail stores, provide level 1 and level 2 online virtual academy training and level 3-classroom training. Seaman and Eves,(2010) say that both pre and
post training support given by managers is an important element for food hygiene to be effective, to motivate food handlers to enact the safe food handling practices learnt during training.

The external trainer/consultant believes that there is a necessity for food safety trainers to adopt on-line training options as this allows more flexibility, also the embedding of learning in work practices takes place through effective supervision, coaching and provision of regular feedback by managers.

This study amongst the five trainers has identified very positive and continuous development for the future of Food Safety Training. The retail company are currently working on and trialling some new methods and levels of training which will be introduced in 2019 including a QQI level 5 module ‘Food Safety and HACCP’ as part of a Deli Academy. QQI level 6 module ‘Food Safety Operations and HACCP’ as part of the Retail Apprenticeship working in conjunction with LYIT and Retail Ireland. More modules are also been introduced through virtual academy and including Butchery, Bakery, Deli and Fruit and Vegetables. The modules consist of new visuals, animations and aviators. The trainer from the bakery company recommends that if virtual academy training were in employee’s language, it would make training a lot easier. The meat company are currently in the process of developing their procedures in three different languages including English, Polish and Lithuanian, this links in with the findings that Polish (58%) was the most common language used. They have recently introduced a training app for employees to access on their smart phones; the app provides employees with company procedures and SOP’s. The external training company is in the process of supporting retailers in improving their pest management
system and communication process to prevent closures, as in 2018 (year to date data) there have been a total number of 83 enforcement orders issued by the HSE, 73 closure orders, 7 prohibition orders and 3 improvement orders (FSAI, enforcement reports, 2018).
5. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

The majority of food businesses in this study carry out food safety training when required. For those who did not, this was mainly due to having a high turnover of staff or just that they were too busy. In-house training methods are widely used, with the average duration of training consisting of 2 hours delivered by a qualified food safety trainer. Levels 1, 2 and 3 food safety training, along with HACCP and allergen training is provided. To evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of trained employee’s food businesses carry out competency tests to assess and refresher training is carried out every 1-2 years or when performance indicates so. Online/eLearning training was the least preferred method used to train employees and some food businesses didn’t find the training reflective in employees work performance/knowledge, this was due to no interest among employees, a lack of understanding and possible language barriers. The online/eLearning method of training is becoming more popular as it allows more flexibility to the business and allows training to fit in with each individuals working schedule but for it to be effective overall, it may have to be blended with another method of training e.g. classroom. Non-national employees have a basic level of English and the most common language spoken is Polish. It was perceived that language might be a barrier in the effectiveness of training outcomes due to a general lack of understanding when training is conducted in English, also language barriers are used by employees as an excuse to avoid implementing training appropriately.
Results from the studies undertaken throughout this research identified that the main barriers were ‘no interest amongst staff’, ‘a lack of understanding and a lack of management support’ and that it’s not just training that is required but culture change too which should be implemented by all from top management down. It was evident following discussions with trainers that future development for food safety training is being carried out or currently being trialled, these include QQ1 Level 5 and 6 in food safety, which involves more on the job training, training applications for smart phones and procedures provided in different languages.

5.1 Recommendations

Based on the findings from this study it is evident that the following recommendations should be made;

- Food businesses need to focus on building a strong food safety culture starting from top management down in order to motivate employees
- Level 3 training should be mandatory for managers and supervisors and this should be assessed when inspected by the authorities
- Training programmes should be designed and tailored to the food business itself
- For online/eLearning training to be fully effective, this method should not stand-alone and should be blended with another method of training preferably classroom
- More group work and experience sharing along with on the job training should be used to avoid the usual theoretical training, using a combination of different methods to keep training more interesting and get employees engagement
• Training needs to be relevant and kept up to date, real life crisis and situations e.g. food borne outbreaks, closure orders etc. need to be incorporated into training programmes to highlight the serious consequences that can happen due to poor food safety culture and practices

• Trainers should also be assessed to ensure that they are qualified and knowledgeable in food safety to be able to deliver food safety training

• A selection of languages need to be in incorporated into training programmes

• Further research needs to be conducted on actual training programmes and training methods used, to assess the level of interest and the level of understanding that has been gained by employees
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ABSTRACT:
The safety of food is fundamental to our businesses and effective food safety training is an essential element to ensure safe food reaches our consumers. This is true for all food business operators across all sectors of the food industry including, food service, retail and manufacturing facilities. Not complying with food safety can have a serious impact on human health and serious consequences for the food business operator. The World Health Organisation in 2015 reported that almost 1 in 10 people fall ill every year from eating contaminated food and 420,000 die as a result. Children under 5 years of age are particularly at risk, with 125,000 children dying from foodborne diseases every year. The aim of this study was to identify the barriers and problems that may affect the outcomes of food safety training, by examining the methods of training used within the food industry and to identify what food businesses are currently pursuing in order to develop and improve their food safety training. The survey was conducted in October to December 2018; 171 food businesses participated. Discussions with trainers were conducted in December 2018 and international responses were gathered in October 2018. The study identified that 95% of food businesses do provide food safety training for employees whereas 5% are non-compliant. Majority of food businesses (68%) chose in-house training as their main method of training, online/eLearning was the least preferred at 17%. Findings from this study showed that 85% of food businesses employ non-nationals, with Polish (58%) been the most common language spoken. Sixty percent believe that language may be a barrier, due to a general lack of understanding, when training is conducted in English, language barriers are used by employees as an excuse to avoid implementing training appropriately. Incorporating a selection of languages may help to overcome that barrier. Overall, the study identified the main barriers into food safety training outcomes as no interest amongst employees (92%), lack of understanding (89%) and lack of management support (85%). It is recommended that a strong food safety culture be built into the food businesses. Blended learning, group work and experience sharing needs to be brought into training programmes, in order to get employee engagement and make training more interesting.
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW

“Safer food saves lives. With every bite one eats, one is potentially exposed to illness from either microbiological or chemical contamination. Billions of people are at risk and millions fall ill every year, many die as a result of consuming unsafe food” (WHO 2015). The safety of food is fundamental to our businesses and effective Food Safety Training is an essential element to ensure safe food reaches our consumers. This is true for all food business operators across all sectors of the food industry including, food service, retail and manufacturing facilities. Among the findings of the WHO report (WHO, 2015), almost 1 in 10 people fall ill every year from eating contaminated food and 420,000 die as a result. Children under 5 years of age are at particularly high risk, with 125,000 children dying from foodborne diseases every year. Using only the year to date data for 2018 in Ireland, there have been 83 enforcement orders issued by EHO’s, 86 food alerts notified by the FSAI, 49 of which were product recalls with 37 of those due to undeclared allergens (FSAI News Centre, 2018). Recently in the media there has been three deaths reported in relation to undeclared allergens in the UK. While a recent audit conducted by the FSAI in Ireland
on the compliance of allergen control on food businesses for non-prepacked food resulted in only six out of the fifty FB audited recorded as fully compliant (FSAI Audit Report, 2017). Food safety is a shared responsibility and governments, the food industry and individuals need to do more to make food safe and prevent foodborne diseases (WHO 2015). To achieve food safety success, it means going beyond traditional training, testing and inspectional approaches to managing risks. It requires a better understanding of organisational culture and the human dimensions of food safety. To improve food safety performance of retail, manufacturing and food service establishments, you must change the way people do things. (Powell, Jacob and Chapman 2011). A study conducted by (Abidin, Arendt and Strohbehn 2013) on ‘Exploring the Culture of food safety, the role of organisational influences in motivating employees’ safe food handling practices, revealed that more than 40% of non-compliance with safe food handling practices was due to poor organisational food safety culture. An example of this is the Peanut Cooperation of America (PCA) Salmonella outbreak in 2009, company President Parnell was sentenced to 28 years in prison for knowingly shipping Salmonella-tainted peanut butter, which was linked to 9 deaths and 714 confirmed cases of illness (CDC, 2009). The effects of food safety training on food handlers knowledge has been previously described, however, the information about the real impact on food safety by practical food safety training is scarce (Soares et al. 2013). Effective training is essential to improve knowledge perceptions and should be offered to all food handlers. It needs to be specific according to the function that the food handler carries. Training food handlers at the workplace is a way to approximate the theory of the practice and ensure that they will know what to do in their workplace. An effective model of training is selective, strengthens the knowledge, avoid irrelevant information, accommodate the education levels of the food handlers, use languages according to food handler’s nationality and encourage positive attitudes (Abdullah Sani and Siow 2014). The content of the information, the form of communication and who communicates are determinants (Zanin et al. 2017). Studies indicate that very little research has been carried out to determine the barriers and problems that may prevent food handlers from implementing good practice (Clayton et al. 2002). Food Safety Training is a legal requirement for everyone in the food industry. All food business operators are to ensure that, “food handlers are supervised and instructed and/or trained in food hygiene matters commensurate with their work activity”. In accordance with the European Regulation (EC) No. 852/2004 on the Hygiene of foodstuffs (EC 2004) and referenced in Regulation (EC) No. 853/2004 laying down specific hygiene rules for food of animal origin (EC 2004).

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Questionnaire design

A survey was generated on Survey Monkey, which consisted of 22 questions. The survey was designed to collect data on Food Safety Training throughout the food industry and to examine aspects such as: what training is being provided? Who delivers it? What methods were trainers using? Etc. In addition, it sought to identify potential barriers that may affect the outcome of training, and to collate recommendations from the industry on how training could be conducted more effectively.

The survey was aimed at Managers, HR Managers, Technical/Quality Managers, Chefs and those individuals who were responsible for organization and/or delivery of the training within a food business. In total 171 responses were collected by Survey Monkey electronically using Web links, Email and Social Media (Facebook and LinkedIn) during the period from October to December 2018. In addition, the survey was posted on International Food Safety and Quality Network (IFSQN) to gather wider international views on food safety training, in addition to the 171 responses from the survey, a further ten comments were made on the IFSQN. Face to Face discussions with several trainers (n=5) were also conducted and documented, to identify what avenues they were currently pursuing in order to further develop their training methods and material.
2.2 Data Analysis

The responses from these 171 questionnaires were analysed by exporting the results from Survey Monkey to an excel file. All questions were analysed individually and values for total responses, manufacturing, retail and food service were included. Discussions with trainers and comments from the IFSQN were documented.

3. Results

3.1. Examination of food safety training, levels and methods provided

Respondents from (n=170), 95% of food industry sectors manufacturing 55%, retail 22% and food service 18% do provide food safety training for employees, however 5% of the industries do not. The level of training provided by 167 respondents established that (45%) of these provide all three levels of training, followed by level 1 (40%), level 2 (30%) and level 3 (17%), other training (11%) includes HACCP, allergen, cleaning chemicals and site-specific training is provided. In-house training (68%) resulted as the main method that food industries including manufacturing 44%, retail 12% and food service 11% use to deliver their training. Followed by external training 45% as their second option and online training 17% as their third option, overall 85% of the food businesses use in-house training, 62% external and 39% online/eLearning.

3.2 Examination of the delivery of food safety training within the food industry

From 154 food businesses this study identified that if an external trainer is sourced to deliver food safety training 50% of the training is conducted onsite, 18% externally and 32% both onsite and external. Seventy-two percent have a qualified food safety trainer onsite, who delivers the food safety training when required with the average duration of training being 2 hours to complete. Results indicated that (82%) of food businesses carry out refresher training approximately every 1-2 years or when performance indicates so. Competency assessments to evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of trained employees are conducted by 78% of 169 respondents manufacturing 50%, and retail 17% followed by food service 19%, 22% did not carry out these assessments. Is there enough resources to carry out food safety training when required 76% said ‘yes’ and 24% said ‘no’. Their reasons been that they are ‘too busy’ or have a ‘high turnover’ of staff

3.3 Examination into online/eLearning training

Respondents (n=76) 71% of participants said online/eLearning training was reflective while 29% said it was not. Individuals (n=61) from sectors manufacturing (31), retail (16) followed by food service (14) have the perception that language is a possible barrier, along with no interest among staff and a lack of understanding. (51%) recommend that if online/eLearning training was combined with another classroom learning (Blended approach) that this may help in the effectiveness of the training outcomes.

3.4 Examination of non-national employees and perceived barriers in food safety training

Respondents (n=170), 85% of food businesses employ non-nationals while 15% do not. It was noted from 147 respondents, manufacturing 38%, retail 16% and food service 12% that Polish (58%) is the most common language used in the food industry. Romanian 11%, French 1%, Chinese 4% and a variety 48% of other languages. The majority of non-nationals in respondent’s food businesses have Basic English (57%); fluent 33% and 7% have very little English. Out of 160 food businesses, (60%) believe that language may be a barrier in the effectiveness of food safety training outcomes while 35% disagree. Food businesses 53% from 112 respondents say that there is a general lack of understanding, when training is conducted in English, while 40% say that language barriers are used by employees as an excuse to avoid implementing training
appropriately. From the 166 respondents ‘no Interest’ (92%) amongst employees scored the highest. Then lack of understanding (89%) followed by language and lack of management support at (85%) and lack of resources (79%).

International Food Safety & Quality Network (IFSQN) on 18th October 2018, a number of responses (n=10) were received from Canada(1), United States(5), Philippines(1), United Kingdom(2) and France(1). Responses include; how could we get buy in from employees in this field and how to keep the same training material relevant and timely so employees don’t disengage. United States mentioned that language and culture are big issues and comprehension is another when paper based learning is used. Engagement from employees was sought also by the use of a game with buzzers played in three teams called Jeopardy. Training should also be based on the perspective of the trainee. United Kingdom included lack of management support, lack of interest from employees and difficulties in creating a training program that would work and change the culture. France mentioned that a combination of different methods works best and a big advantage of a trainer is the interaction with the group and the discussions.

Future developments in training; following discussions with trainers, the retail trainer are currently developing a QQI level 5 module ‘Food Safety and HACCP’ as part of a Deli Academy. QQI level 6 module ‘Food Safety Operations and HACCP’ as part of the Retail Apprenticeship working in conjunction with LYIT and Retail Ireland. The meat company are currently in the process of developing their procedures in three different languages including English, Polish and Lithuanian, this links in with the findings that Polish (58%) was the most common language used. They have recently introduced a training app for employees to access on their smart phones; the app provides employees with company procedures and SOP’s. The external training company is in the process of supporting retailers in improving their pest management system and communication process to prevent closures

4. DISCUSSION

Studies indicate that very little research has been carried out to determine the barriers and problems that may prevent food handlers from implementing good practice (Clayton et al. 2002). This study conducted research across food industry sectors manufacturing, retail and food service, along with discussions with trainers and international feedback from food safety professionals, to try to identify the potential barriers, which may affect food safety training outcomes, along with recommendations for future development to improve training overall.

Food safety is a shared responsibility and governments, the food industry and individuals need to do more to make food safe and prevent foodborne diseases (WHO 2015). This study has identified that 95% of food industry sectors manufacturing 55%, retail 22% and food service 18% do provide food safety training for employees, however 5% of the industries do not provide training. The Level of training provided by 167 respondents established that (45%) of these provide all three levels of training, followed by level 1 (40%), level 2 (30%) and level 3 (17%), other training (11%) includes HACCP, Allergen, cleaning chemicals and site-specific training is provided (See table.2). Methods used to deliver training where examined (See table.3); ‘In-house’ training (68%) resulted as the main method that food industries including manufacturing 44%, retail 12% and food service 11% use to deliver their training. Followed by external training 45% as their second option and online training 17% as their third option, overall 85% of the food businesses use in-house training, 62% external and 39% online/eLearning.

If an external trainer is sourced to deliver food safety training for the respondents food businesses (154) this study identified that (50%) of the training is conducted onsite, 18% externally and 32% both onsite and external. Seventy-two percent have a qualified food safety trainer onsite, who delivers the food safety training when required with the average duration of training being 2 hours to complete Results indicated that (82%) of food businesses carry out refresher training approximately every 1-2 years or when performance indicates so. Competency assessments to evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of trained employees are conducted by 78% of 169 respondents (See table 7), manufacturing 50%, and retail 17% followed by food service 19%, 22% did not carry out these assessments. To transfer skills after training employees must have the opportunity to practice and refine them, otherwise the knowledge learned will likely be forgotten (Seaman, 2010). Seventy six percent of respondents said they have resources for training while said 24% said ‘no’. Their reasons been that they are ‘too busy’ or have a ‘high turnover’ of staff.
If applicable to their food business (n=76), respondents were asked if they found online/eLearning training to be an effective method of training through trainees performance and knowledge. 71% said ‘yes’ whereas 29% disagreed. Their reasons been due to possible language barriers (21%), no interest among staff and a lack of understanding (21%). Eighty three respondents in (table 10), (51%) recommend that if online/eLearning training was combined with another classroom learning (Blended approach) that this may help in the effectiveness of the training outcomes, as the blended approaches use multiple methods to deliver learning, combining face to face interactions with online activities (Cobb 2018).

A further issue identified from the 170 respondents, was that 85% of food businesses employ non-nationals while 15% do not. It was noted from 147 respondents, manufacturing 38%, retail 16% and food service 12% that Polish (58%) is the most common language used in the food industry. Romanian 11%, French 1%, Chinese 4% and a variety 48% of other languages.

The majority of non-nationals in respondent’s food businesses have basic English (57%); fluent 33% and 7% have very little English. Out of 160 food businesses, (60%) believe that language may be a barrier in the effectiveness of food safety training outcomes while 35% disagree. The majority of food businesses 53% from 112 respondents say that there is a general lack of understanding when training is conducted in English, while 40% say that language barriers are used by employees as an excuse to avoid implementing training appropriately. Powell, Jacob and Chapman, (2011), say that “To achieve food safety success, it means going beyond traditional training, testing and inspectional approaches to managing risks. It requires a better understanding of organisational culture and the human dimensions of food safety, to improve food safety performance in food businesses establishments, you must change the way people do things.”

From the 166 respondents main barriers identified were ‘no Interest’ (92%), Then lack of understanding (89%), language and lack of management support at (85%), lack of resources (79%). This differs from research conducted by Clayton et al. (2002) in a study on ‘Food Handlers’ beliefs and self-reported practices’ that showed that the main barriers to food safety behaviours were lack of time, staff and equipment and cost.

IFSQN responses (n= 10) were received from Canada(1), United States(5), Philippines(1), United Kingdom(2) and France(1). In relation to their perception of barriers in food safety training, a Canadian participant questioned how best to get buy in from employees in this field and how to keep the same training material relevant and timely so employees don’t disengage. Participants from the United States mentioned that language and culture are big issues and comprehension is another when paper based learning is used. A study conducted by (Abidin, Arendt and Strohbehn 2013) revealed that more than 40% of non-compliance with safe food handling practices was due to poor organisational food safety culture. De Boeck et al. (2015) says that food safety culture starts at the top and flows downward; management support and commitment, system and processes and employee attitude and behaviour make it.

Other participants from the United States discussed how they maximise the groups engagement when the team get to take ownership of the programme and that their actions make an impact – notably when they feel as though they are able to shape how the programme is been build.

In one example, engagement from employees was sought also by the use of a game with buzzers played in three teams called Jeopardy, this game brought a lot of laughter and interaction into the training session.Response from the Philippines was that training should also be based on the perspective of the trainee and what technique they prefer to be trained in and that group work and experience sharing should be used to avoid the usual theoretical training. Response from United Kingdom included lack of management support, lack of interest from employees and difficulties in creating a training program that would work and change the culture. Respondent from France mentioned that a combination of different methods works best and a big advantage of a trainer is the interaction with the group and the discussions.

Two manufacturing businesses one of which was a large meat company with approximately 300 employees, while the other was a small bakery company with approximately 50 employees. The larger company provided 2 days training along with a four-week training programme, annual refresher training and external training when required. The smaller company provided level 1 and level 2 training and more frequent refresher training due to communication barriers, with limited resources to do so. Trainers from the retail company, which support over 1200 retail stores, provide level 1 and level 2 online virtual academy training and level 3-classroom training. Seaman and Eves,(2010) say that both pre and post training support given by managers is an important
element for food hygiene to be effective, to motivate food handlers to enact the safe food handling practices learnt during training.

The external trainer/consultant believes that there is a necessity for food safety trainers to adopt on-line training options as this allows more flexibility, also the embedding of learning in work practices takes place through effective supervision, coaching and provision of regular feedback by managers. The retail company are currently working on and trialling some new methods and levels of training which will be introduced in 2019 including a QQI level 5 module ‘Food Safety and HACCP’ as part of a Deli Academy. QQI level 6 module ‘Food Safety Operations and HACCP’ as part of the Retail Apprenticeship working in conjunction with LYIT and Retail Ireland. The trainer from the bakery company recommends that if virtual academy training were in employee’s language, it would make training a lot easier. The meat company are currently in the process of developing their procedures in three different languages including English, Polish and Lithuanian, this links in with the findings that Polish (58%) was the most common language used. They have recently introduced a training app for employees to access on their smart phones; the app provides employees with company procedures and SOP’s. The external training company is in the process of supporting retailers in improving their pest management system and communication process to prevent closures, as in 2018 (year to date data) there have been a total number of 83 enforcement orders issued by the HSE, 73 closure orders, 7 prohibition orders and 3 improvement orders (FSAI, enforcement reports, 2018).

5. CONCLUSION

The majority of food businesses in this study carry out food safety training when required. For those who did not, this was mainly due to having a high turnover of staff or just that they were too busy. In-house training methods are widely used, with the average duration of training consisting of 2 hours delivered by a qualified food safety trainer. Levels 1, 2 and 3 food safety training, along with HACCP and allergen training is provided. To evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of trained employee’s food businesses carry out competency tests to assess and refresher training is carried out every 1-2 years or when performance indicates so. Online/eLearning training was the least preferred method used to train employees and some food businesses didn’t find the training reflective in employees work performance/knowledge, this was due to no interest among employees, a lack of understanding and possible language barriers. Non-national employees have a basic level of English and the most common language spoken is Polish.

Results from the studies undertaken throughout this research identified that the main barriers were ‘no interest amongst staff’, ‘a lack of understanding and a lack of management support’ and that it’s not just training that is required but culture change too which should be implemented by all from top management down.

Recommendations include regular assessment of trainers, update training programs to include more languages, group work and real life experiences, level 3 training should be made mandatory for all management and supervisors. For online/eLearning training to be fully effective, this method should not stand alone and should be blended with another method of training preferably classroom. Food businesses need to focus on building a strong food safety culture starting from top management down in order to motivate employees.
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Food Safety Training with a focus on the potential barriers that may impact the effectiveness of the training outcomes

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey. Your feedback is very valuable. This survey will not take longer than 8 minutes to complete.

Please note: all responses are completely anonymous and cannot be traced back to respondent. Responses will be combined and summarised in a report to further protect anonymity.

1. What sector of the food industry applies to your business?
   - Food Service e.g. hospitality, catering
   - Retail Service e.g. deli
   - Manufacturing

2. Do you provide Food Safety Training for your employees?
   - Yes
   - No

3. If yes, what level of Food Safety Training is provided?
   - Level 1 – Induction
   - Level 2 - Additional skills
   - Level 3 – Food Safety Skills for Management
   - All the above
   - Other (please specify)

4. What method is used to deliver your Food Safety Training?
   (Please select more than one if required. Put 1 beside main method of training, and 2 beside other training)
   - Online/eLearning
   - In-house training
   - External consultant/trainer
5. What are your reasons for choosing your main method of training (marked 1 above)

☐ Most cost-effective method e.g. not having to book a trainer, found it to be an effective method of training overall
☐ Employee preference
☐ Most time effective method e.g. easy to organise
☐ Other (please specify)

6. What is the average duration of the training?

☐ <1 hour
☐ Half day training
☐ 2 hours
☐ Full day training
☐ Other (please specify)

7. If an external trainer is used, is the food safety training delivered onsite or offsite?

☐ External
☐ Onsite
☐ Both external and onsite

8. If the training is delivered onsite who delivers this training?

☐ Qualified food safety trainer (qualification in food safety)
☐ Member of Management management
☐ Experienced member of staff
☐ Other (please specify)

9. If the training is delivered through online/eLearning methods please answer the following Questions: (If not move on to Q 12)

After completion of the online/eLearning training, did it prove to be effective through trainee’s work performance/knowledge?

☐ Yes
☐ No
10. If No, what do you think the reasons for this were?

☐ Possible language barriers  ☐ Not an effective method of training

☐ Not user friendly  ☐ Not applicable

☐ No interest among employees/Lack of understanding

☐ Other (please specify)

11. How do you think online/eLearning training could be improved for your business?

☐ Delivered in more languages e.g. employees’ native language

☐ Combined with another classroom learning (blended approach)

☐ Better software, training packages etc.

☐ Don’t know

☐ Other (please specify)

12. Is there non-nationals employed in your business?

☐ Yes

☐ No

13. If yes what is the most common language used?

☐ Polish

☐ Chinese

☐ French

☐ Romanian

☐ Another Language/s (please specify)

14. What level of English do your non-national employees have?

☐ Very little

☐ Basic

☐ Fluent

☐ Don’t know
15. Do you consider Language to be a barrier in the effectiveness of food safety training outcomes?
- Yes
- No
- Don’t know

16. If yes, how is this a barrier, and how does this impact in your food company?
   Please tick more than one point if preferable.
   - A general lack of understanding when training is conducted time consuming &/or expensive to deliver training in English
   - Language barriers are used by employees as an excuse to avoid implementing training appropriately
   - Retraining may have to be carried out as the training was not effective the first-time round
   - Other (please specify)

17. How often do your employees receive refresher training?
   Please write in the no. of years approximately
   - Only when lack of appropriate performance indicates a need for refresher training
   - Never
   - Other, please specify

18. Are there enough resources to carry out training when required?
- Yes
- No
19. If no, what are the reasons for this?

- [ ] Costly to business
- [ ] High turnover of staff
- [ ] Too busy
- [ ] Don’t know

20. Are competency tests carried out to evaluate the food safety knowledge and basic skills of the trained employee?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

21. In your opinion, what do you consider the biggest barrier in non-effective food safety training?

- [ ] Language
- [ ] No interest
- [ ] Lack of management support
- [ ] Lack of understanding
- [ ] Lack of resources

22. Have you any further comments on Food Safety Training in Ireland, perceived barriers and potential improvements that could be made?
**Appendix. II.**

Q22 Have you any further comments on Food Safety Training in Ireland, perceived barriers and potential improvements that could be made?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>More than training, it is a cultural change that is required which all which must be implemented by all. Especially from top down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Retention of staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ongoing training using many different methods is the best approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Not at this time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Smaller companies may not have the resources to understand or deliver the required training needed to be compliant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>All staff must be trained in basic food safety before the start to work in a food business to protect the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>One thing we have incorporated this year in our training are more images of what we see daily that is not acceptable and can result in a food safety risk and less wordy slides. In addition, several videos were included to meet all the learning styles of the trainees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Trainings are the most effective when these are tailor made for the company where the training is given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The main reason for this training is to improve our understanding about food safety there is not enough information on site for staff and management to look over and refresh their minds when it's necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>If it was made more interesting rather than technical. Staff would show more interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Non Native Speaker trainers are available but sometimes lack of understanding the problem and support from management's side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I think multilingual general food safety &amp; general hygiene online courses with exams at the end would be very beneficial for many companies within the industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>When looking at the effectiveness of training please keep in mind that people can be forgetful. Identify that as a potential hazard to any process and build in methods to help prevent forgetfulness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Generally Trainers are available but there are difficulties in getting staff released for training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Employee engagement is always my biggest struggle, since the topic is quite boring, and every year I try to think of different ways to try to get people to pay attention, whether with bribes (e.g. candy for participation) or by switching up how I present information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Would love to see more guidelines, literature and government regulations that are in line with current practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>I do not see any issue with Food Safety Training or how it could improve, it will always fail if people are not interested - mainly agency staff - they would work one day here, another day somewhere else.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More support should be given by your trainer with in the year they should call to shop and make sure it was totally understood and paper work is right

Very expensive for external training

An app would be a good idea which could then be customised to the particular food business you work in

Training programmes could be developed specifically for small/medium sized production operations & delivered in house.

No interest can sometimes be because employees do not understand how it applies to them. They see it as - we have always done it this way and nothing has ever happened so why should we care.

Training manual for the Food Sector to help with in House training, with better in depth notes that would keep the employees interested and be willing to participate in training.

staff requirements (language, pace)

Anyone attending a course should be able to demonstrate by means of a written or oral exam at the end of external Food Safety Training at any level. At the lower level of some food, safety-training attendance is enough to receive a certificate and I just do not think this is satisfactory, as the trainee has no opportunity to show they understand the importance of Food Safety and the employer has no proof that the employee understands the importance of it or has picked up what was taught. Otherwise, what is the point of paying for external training at lower levels?

Greatest risk often not intended - a personal life situation can cause stress and lead to lower attention levels and introduce risk, even with loyal, seasoned and experienced employees; however, these are often unknown situations to employer and may arise unexpectedly in otherwise excellent employees.

Too much emphasis on HACCP when training should be relevant to production site as external consultants only provide generic information which does not resonate with staff as they can’t relate to it in their working day. It is also difficult to get some staff ‘on board’ with BRC Requirements/customer (Aldi/Lidl) audits when there is no perceived benefit or risk apparent to them therefore resulting in NC’s.

e learning will probably be a good way forward

While the on line training is great. It may not be refreshed as regular as it should be due to cost. So the refresher training is the same training completed every 18 months for a number of years

Food Safety Train the trainer to all Supervisors,

I believe greater focus should be placed on food safety training in all sectors of food production in order to alleviate the current issues with allergens in particular. Operators must understand the seriousness of cross contamination in order to help us eliminate these errors.

Costly

Staff should be legally obliged to have training. Business operators should be legally obliged to offer. Needs to be enforced

There are many external people carrying out training but if the course is not properly accredited by someone e.g. CIEH, then the training is always questionable. All training should be accredited by a recognised agency.

The lack of interest it is a big Issue. Also, the lack of understanding why food safety is important.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Quite often employees/operatives are sent on training but the manager does not do or has not received any training. Therefore, when employees go back to the work place there is a barrier to them implementing what they have learnt; as the manager is not interested/perceived, s/he is being shown up by the operative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Needs a continuous effort to keep standards. There is always room for improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>More training is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>I would recommend to Employ staff with at least basic English speaking skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>A current shortage of workers in the food industry will result in lower competency/ skills of the people employed to the detriment of the industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Companies need to ensure a basic understanding of the English language is a pre requisite to employment if food safety training is to be effective especially with non-national candidates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Imbalance of workload.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Management not empowering employees who in turn leave, creating high turnover. Lack of funds made available for training is also an issue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix. III.

(Part of comment 9. 3.2 IFSQN)

## Training Competency (following the procedure)

**Procedure:**

---

**Employee Name:** ____________________________  **Date observed:** ________________  

**Observer:** ____________________________

For each job requirement, record Yes if employee shows competency, or No if they are not competent. All 'no' responses require retraining and re-evaluation. Turn completed report in to Technical Manager or Technical Assistant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Requirement</th>
<th>Competent? Yes or No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the worker consistently work at a pace that keeps up with the orders received? Is the worker viewed by the lead, manager and other workers as someone who &quot;does his/her part&quot; or &quot;can hold their own&quot; while working?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The worker ensures that the procedure is being followed. (observed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker demonstrates understanding of the procedure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker uses proper techniques so procedure is being followed. (observed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the worker complete pre-operational checks? (Previous product and/or labels removed /equipment and area cleaned/right paperwork in place/right ingredients and/or labels etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the records for start-up checks being completed at the time of the check?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the records to support checks completed during the production being completed? (Metal detection, weight checks, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker keeps defined work area clean throughout the day and at the end of the shift. (observed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is re-training required?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This employee has completed their training and is deemed competent in this role.

_______________________________________________  **Date:** _________________  

**Signature**

**Notes:**
INTRODUCTION

*Food Control* is an international journal that provides essential information for those involved in food safety and process control.

*Food Control* covers:

- Microbial food safety and antimicrobial systems
- Mycotoxins
- Hazard analysis, HACCP and food safety objectives
- Risk assessment, including microbial risk assessment
- Quality assurance and control
- Good manufacturing practices
- Food process systems design and control
- Food Packaging
- Rapid methods of analysis and detection, including sensor technology
- Environmental control and safety
- Codes of practice, legislation and international harmonization
- Consumer issues
- Education, training and research needs.

The scope of *Food Control* is comprehensive and includes original research papers, authoritative reviews, short communications, comment articles that report on new developments in food control, and position papers.

The work described should be innovative either in the approach or in the methods used. The significance of the results either for the science community or for the food industry must also be specified. Contributions that do not fulfil these requirements will not be considered for review and publication.

**Types of paper**

- Original high-quality research papers (preferably no more than 7000 words, including tables and illustrations). Major review articles, up to 10,000 words
- Short communications of up to 3000 words (not including references), describing work that may be of a preliminary nature but which merits immediate publication. Short reviews on topical subjects, up to 6000 words.
- Comment articles not exceeding 2000 words.
- Authoritative position papers from expert groups are also welcome.

*Food Control* also publishes book reviews, Letters to the Editor, conference reports and a calendar of forthcoming events.

The Editor-in-Chief has the right to decline formal review of a manuscript when it is deemed that the manuscript is 1) on a topic outside the scope of the Journal; 2) lacking technical merit; 3) of insufficient novelty for a wide international readership; 4) fragmentary and providing marginally incremental results; or 5) is poorly written.

All contributions deemed suitable for review are read by two or more referees to ensure both accuracy and relevance, and revisions to the script may thus be required. On acceptance, contributions are subject to editorial amendment to suit house style. When a manuscript is returned for revision prior to final acceptance, the revised version must be submitted as soon as possible after the author’s receipt of the referees’ reports. Revised manuscripts returned after four months will be considered as new submissions subject to full re-review.

**Contact details for submission**

Submission to this journal proceeds totally online. Use the following guidelines to prepare your article. Via the homepage of this journal
Submission checklist
You can use this list to carry out a final check of your submission before you send it to the journal for review. Please check the relevant section in this Guide for Authors for more details.

Ensure that the following items are present:

One author has been designated as the corresponding author with contact details:
• E-mail address
• Full postal address
All necessary files have been uploaded:
Manuscript:
• Include keywords
• All figures (include relevant captions)
• All tables (including titles, description, footnotes)
• Ensure all figure and table citations in the text match the files provided
• Indicate clearly if color should be used for any figures in print
Graphical Abstracts / Highlights files (where applicable)
Supplemental files (where applicable)

Further considerations
• Manuscript has been 'spell checked' and 'grammar checked'
• All references mentioned in the Reference List are cited in the text, and vice versa
• Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the Internet)
• A competing interests statement is provided, even if the authors have no competing interests to declare
• Journal policies detailed in this guide have been reviewed
• Referee suggestions and contact details provided, based on journal requirements

For further information, visit our Support Center.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Ethics in publishing
Please see our information pages on Ethics in publishing and Ethical guidelines for journal publication.

Declaration of interest
All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships with other people or organizations that could inappropriately influence (bias) their work. Examples of potential competing interests include employment, consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid expert testimony, patent applications/registrations, and grants or other funding. Authors must disclose any interests in two places: 1. A summary declaration of interest statement in the title page file (if double-blind) or the manuscript file (if single-blind). If there are no interests to declare then please state this: 'Declarations of interest: none'. This summary statement will be ultimately published if the article is accepted. 2. Detailed disclosures as part of a separate Declaration of Interest form, which forms part of the journal’s official records. It is important for potential interests to be declared in both places and that the information matches. More information.
Submission declaration and verification

Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously (except in the form of an abstract, a published lecture or academic thesis, see 'Multiple, redundant or concurrent publication' for more information), that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and tacitly or explicitly by the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in English or in any other language, including electronically without the written consent of the copyright holder. To verify originality, your article may be checked by the originality detection service Crossref Similarity Check.

Preprints

Please note that preprints can be shared anywhere at any time, in line with Elsevier's sharing policy. Sharing your preprints e.g. on a preprint server will not count as prior publication (see 'Multiple, redundant or concurrent publication' for more information).

Use of inclusive language

Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to differences, and promotes equal opportunities. Articles should make no assumptions about the beliefs or commitments of any reader, should contain nothing which might imply that one individual is superior to another on the grounds of race, sex, culture or any other characteristic, and should use inclusive language throughout. Authors should ensure that writing is free from bias, for instance by using 'he or she', 'his/her' instead of 'he' or 'his', and by making use of job titles that are free of stereotyping (e.g. 'chairperson' instead of 'chairman' and 'flight attendant' instead of 'stewardess').

Changes to authorship

Authors are expected to consider carefully the list and order of authors before submitting their manuscript and provide the definitive list of authors at the time of the original submission. Any addition, deletion or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list should be made only before the manuscript has been accepted and only if approved by the journal Editor. To request such a change, the Editor must receive the following from the corresponding author: (a) the reason for the change in author list and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, letter) from all authors that they agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement. In the case of addition or removal of authors, this includes confirmation from the author being added or removed. Only in exceptional circumstances will the Editor consider the addition, deletion or rearrangement of authors after the manuscript has been accepted. While the Editor considers the request, publication of the manuscript will be suspended. If the manuscript has already been published in an online issue, any requests approved by the Editor will result in a corrigendum.

Copyright

Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' (see more information on this). An e-mail will be sent to the corresponding author confirming receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' form or a link to the online version of this agreement.

Subscribers may reproduce tables of contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for internal circulation within their institutions. Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or distribution outside the institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and translations. If excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright owners and credit the source(s) in the article. Elsevier has preprinted forms for use by authors in these cases.
For gold open access articles: Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete an 'Exclusive License Agreement' (more information). Permitted third party reuse of gold open access articles is determined by the author's choice of user license.

**Author rights**
As an author you (or your employer or institution) have certain rights to reuse your work. More information.

*Elsevier supports responsible sharing*
Find out how you can share your research published in Elsevier journals.

**Role of the funding source**
You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research and/or preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in study design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had no such involvement then this should be stated.

**Funding body agreements and policies**
Elsevier has established a number of agreements with funding bodies which allow authors to comply with their funder's open access policies. Some funding bodies will reimburse the author for the gold open access publication fee. Details of existing agreements are available online.

**Open access**
This journal offers authors a choice in publishing their research:

**Subscription**
- Articles are made available to subscribers as well as developing countries and patient groups throughout universal access programs.
- No open access publication fee payable by authors.
- The Author is entitled to post the accepted manuscript in their institution's repository and make this public after an embargo period (known as green Open Access). The published journal article cannot be shared publicly, for example on ResearchGate or Academia.edu, to ensure the sustainability of peerreviewed research in journal publications. The embargo period for this journal can be found below. **Gold open access**
- Articles are freely available to both subscribers and the wider public with permitted reuse.
- A gold open access publication fee is payable by authors or on their behalf, e.g. by their researchfunder or institution.

Regardless of how you choose to publish your article, the journal will apply the same peer review criteria and acceptance standards.

For gold open access articles, permitted third party (re)use is defined by the following Creative Commons user licenses:

**Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY)**
Lets others distribute and copy the article, create extracts, abstracts, and other revised versions, adaptations or derivative works of or from an article (such as a translation), include in a collective work (such as an anthology), text or data mine the article, even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit the author(s), do not represent the author as endorsing their adaptation of the article, and do not modify the article in such a way as to damage the author's honor or reputation.
For non-commercial purposes, let others distribute and copy the article, and to include in a collective work (such as an anthology), as long as they credit the author(s) and provided they do not alter or modify the article.

The gold open access publication fee for this journal is **USD 3500**, excluding taxes. Learn more about Elsevier's pricing policy: [https://www.elsevier.com/openaccesspricing](https://www.elsevier.com/openaccesspricing).

**Green open access**

Authors can share their research in a variety of different ways and Elsevier has a number of green open access options available. We recommend authors see our open access page for further information. Authors can also self-archive their manuscripts immediately and enable public access from their institution's repository after an embargo period. This is the version that has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-incorporated changes suggested during submission, peer review and in editor-author communications. Embargo period: For subscription articles, an appropriate amount of time is needed for journals to deliver value to subscribing customers before an article becomes freely available to the public. This is the embargo period and it begins from the date the article is formally published online in its final and fully citable form. Find out more.

This journal has an embargo period of 12 months.

**Elsevier Researcher Academy**

Researcher Academy is a free e-learning platform designed to support early and mid-career researchers throughout their research journey. The "Learn" environment at Researcher Academy offers several interactive modules, webinars, downloadable guides and resources to guide you through the process of writing for research and going through peer review. Feel free to use these free resources to improve your submission and navigate the publication process with ease.

**Language (usage and editing services)**

Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of these). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's WebShop.

**Submission**

Our online submission system guides you stepwise through the process of entering your article details and uploading your files. The system converts your article files to a single PDF file used in the peer-review process. Editable files (e.g., Word, LaTeX) are required to typeset your article for final publication. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and requests for revision, is sent by e-mail.

Authors must provide and use an email address unique to themselves and not shared with another author registered in EES, or a department.

**Referees**

Please submit the names and institutional e-mail addresses of several potential referees. For more details, visit our Support site. Note that the editor retains the sole right to decide whether or not the suggested reviewers are used.

**PREPARATION**

**Peer review**

This journal operates a single blind review process. All contributions will be initially assessed by the editor for suitability for the journal. Papers deemed suitable are then typically sent to a minimum of two independent expert reviewers to assess the scientific quality of the paper. The Editor is responsible for the final decision regarding
acceptance or rejection of articles. The Editor’s decision is final. More information on types of peer review.

Use of word processing software
It is important that the file be saved in the native format of the word processor used. The text should be in single-column format. Keep the layout of the text as simple as possible. Most formatting codes will be removed and replaced on processing the article. In particular, do not use the word processor's options to justify text or to hyphenate words. However, do use bold face, italics, subscripts, superscripts etc. When preparing tables, if you are using a table grid, use only one grid for each individual table and not a grid for each row. If no grid is used, use tabs, not spaces, to align columns. The electronic text should be prepared in a way very similar to that of conventional manuscripts (see also the Guide to Publishing with Elsevier). Note that source files of figures, tables and text graphics will be required whether or not you embed your figures in the text. See also the section on Electronic artwork.
To avoid unnecessary errors you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammar-check' functions of your word processor.
Request you to kindly submit your manuscript with continuous line numbers.

Article structure
Subdivision - numbered sections
Divide your article into clearly defined and numbered sections. Subsections should be numbered 1.1 (then 1.1.1, 1.1.2, ...), 1.2, etc. (the abstract is not included in section numbering). Use this numbering also for internal cross-referencing: do not just refer to 'the text'. Any subsection may be given a brief heading. Each heading should appear on its own separate line.

Introduction
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed literature survey or a summary of the results.

Material and methods
Provide sufficient details to allow the work to be reproduced by an independent researcher. Methods that are already published should be summarized, and indicated by a reference. If quoting directly from a previously published method, use quotation marks and also cite the source. Any modifications to existing methods should also be described.

Theory/calculation
A Theory section should extend, not repeat, the background to the article already dealt with in the Introduction and lay the foundation for further work. In contrast, a Calculation section represents a practical development from a theoretical basis.

Results
Results should be clear and concise.

Discussion
This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. A combined Results and Discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid extensive citations and discussion of published literature.

Conclusions
The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which may stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section.
Appendices
If there is more than one appendix, they should be identified as A, B, etc. Formulae and equations in appendices should be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a subsequent appendix, Eq. (B.1) and so on. Similarly for tables and figures: Table A.1; Fig. A.1, etc.

Essential title page information

- **Title.** Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems. Avoid abbreviations and formulae where possible.
- **Author names and affiliations.** Please clearly indicate the given name(s) and family name(s) of each author and check that all names are accurately spelled. You can add your name between parentheses in your own script behind the English transliteration. Present the authors' affiliation addresses (where the actual work was done) below the names. Indicate all affiliations with a lowercase superscript letter immediately after the author's name and in front of the appropriate address. Provide the full postal address of each affiliation, including the country name and, if available, the e-mail address of each author.
- **Corresponding author.** Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all stages of refereeing and publication, also post-publication. This responsibility includes answering any future queries about Methodology and Materials. **Ensure that the e-mail address is given and that contact details are kept up to date by the corresponding author.**
- **Present/permanent address.** If an author has moved since the work described in the article was done, or was visiting at the time, a 'Present address' (or 'Permanent address') may be indicated as a footnote to that author's name. The address at which the author actually did the work must be retained as the main, affiliation address. Superscript Arabic numerals are used for such footnotes.

Abstract

A concise and factual abstract is required. The abstract should state briefly the purpose of the research, the principal results and major conclusions. An abstract is often presented separately from the article, so it must be able to stand alone. For this reason, References should be avoided, but if essential, then cite the author(s) and year(s). Also, non-standard or uncommon abbreviations should be avoided, but if essential they must be defined at their first mention in the abstract itself.

Highlights

Highlights are mandatory for this journal. They consist of a short collection of bullet points that convey the core findings of the article and should be submitted in a separate editable file in the online submission system. Please use 'Highlights' in the file name and include 3 to 5 bullet points (maximum 85 characters, including spaces, per bullet point). You can view example Highlights on our information site.

Keywords

Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and avoiding general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, 'and', 'of'). Be sparing with abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible. These keywords will be used for indexing purposes.

Abbreviations

Define abbreviations that are not standard in this field in a footnote to be placed on the first page of the article. Such abbreviations that are unavoidable in the abstract must be defined at their first mention there, as well as in the footnote. Ensure consistency of abbreviations throughout the article.
Acknowledgements
Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the article before the references and do not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise. List here those individuals who provided help during the research (e.g., providing language help, writing assistance or proof reading the article, etc.).

Formatting of funding sources
List funding sources in this standard way to facilitate compliance to funder's requirements:

Funding: This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health [grant numbers xxxx, yyyy]; the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Seattle, WA [grant number zzzz]; and the United States Institutes of Peace [grant number aaaa].

It is not necessary to include detailed descriptions on the program or type of grants and awards. When funding is from a block grant or other resources available to a university, college, or other research institution, submit the name of the institute or organization that provided the funding.

If no funding has been provided for the research, please include the following sentence:
This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.

Units
Follow internationally accepted rules and conventions: use the international system of units (SI). If other units are mentioned, please give their equivalent in SI.

Math formulae
Please submit math equations as editable text and not as images. Present simple formulae in line with normal text where possible and use the solidus (/) instead of a horizontal line for small fractional terms, e.g., X/Y. In principle, variables are to be presented in italics. Powers of e are often more conveniently denoted by exp. Number consecutively any equations that have to be displayed separately from the text (if referred to explicitly in the text).

Mathematical and technical settings
Use the appropriate number of significant figures to express your data - they should be justifiable and reflect the necessary level of accuracy of the method. A normal maximum should be 3 - e.g. 37.1, 2.53). Detailed mathematical discussion should be placed in an appendix. Equations and formulae should be typewritten. Equations should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals in parentheses on the right hand side of the page. Special symbols should be identified in the margin, and the meaning of all symbols should be explained in the text where they first occur. If you use several symbols, a list of definitions (not necessarily for publication) will help the editor. Type mathematical equations exactly as they should appear in print. Journal style for letter symbols is as follows: italic (indicated by underlining); constants, roman type; matrices and vectors, bold type (indicated by wavy underlining).

Footnotes
Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the article. Many word processors can build footnotes into the text, and this feature may be used. Otherwise, please indicate the position of footnotes in the text and list the footnotes themselves separately at the end of the article. Do not include footnotes in the Reference list.
Artwork

Electronic artwork General points

- Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork.
- Embed the used fonts if the application provides that option.
- Aim to use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial, Courier, Times New Roman, Symbol, or use fonts that look similar.
- Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text.
- Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files.
- Provide captions to illustrations separately.
- Size the illustrations close to the desired dimensions of the published version.
- Submit each illustration as a separate file.

A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available.

You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here.

Formats

If your electronic artwork is created in a Microsoft Office application (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) then please supply 'as is' in the native document format. Regardless of the application used other than Microsoft Office, when your electronic artwork is finalized, please 'Save as' or convert the images to one of the following formats (note the resolution requirements for line drawings, halftones, and line/halftone combinations given below):

- EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings, embed all used fonts.
- TIFF (or JPEG): Color or grayscale photographs (halftones), keep to a minimum of 300 dpi.
- TIFF (or JPEG): Bitmapped (pure black & white pixels) line drawings, keep to a minimum of 1000 dpi. TIFF (or JPEG): Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone (color or grayscale), keep to a minimum of 500 dpi.

Please do not:

- Supply files that are optimized for screen use (e.g., GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); these typically have a low number of pixels and limited set of colors;
- Supply files that are too low in resolution;
- Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content.

Color artwork

Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or PDF), or MS Office files) and with the correct resolution. If, together with your accepted article, you submit usable color figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, that these figures will appear in color online (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) regardless of whether or not these illustrations are reproduced in color in the printed version. For color reproduction in print, you will receive information regarding the costs from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted article. Please indicate your preference for color: in print or online only. Further information on the preparation of electronic artwork.

Figure captions

Ensure that each illustration has a caption. Supply captions separately, not attached to the figure. A caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a description of the illustration. Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations used.

Tables

Please submit tables as editable text and not as images. Tables can be placed either next to the relevant text in the article, or on separate page(s) at the end. Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text and place any table notes below the table body. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in them do not duplicate results described elsewhere in the article. Please avoid using vertical rules and shading in table cells.
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Citation in text
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice versa). Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full. Unpublished results and personal communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be mentioned in the text. If these references are included in the reference list they should follow the standard reference style of the journal and should include a substitution of the publication date with either 'Unpublished results' or 'Personal communication'. Citation of a reference as 'in press' implies that the item has been accepted for publication.

Web references
As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last accessed. Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication, etc.), should also be given. Web references can be listed separately (e.g., after the reference list) under a different heading if desired, or can be included in the reference list.

Data references
This journal encourages you to cite underlying or relevant datasets in your manuscript by citing them in your text and including a data reference in your Reference List. Data references should include the following elements: author name(s), dataset title, data repository, version (where available), year, and global persistent identifier. Add [dataset] immediately before the reference so we can properly identify it as a data reference. The [dataset] identifier will not appear in your published article.

References in a special issue
Please ensure that the words 'this issue' are added to any references in the list (and any citations in the text) to other articles in the same Special Issue.

Reference management software
Most Elsevier journals have their reference template available in many of the most popular reference management software products. These include all products that support Citation Style Language styles, such as Mendeley and Zotero, as well as EndNote. Using the word processor plug-ins from these products, authors only need to select the appropriate journal template when preparing their article, after which citations and bibliographies will be automatically formatted in the journal's style. If no template is yet available for this journal, please follow the format of the sample references and citations as shown in this Guide. If you use reference management software, please ensure that you remove all field codes before submitting the electronic manuscript. More information on how to remove field codes.

Users of Mendeley Desktop can easily install the reference style for this journal by clicking the following link:
http://open.mendeley.com/use-citation-style/food-control

When preparing your manuscript, you will then be able to select this style using the Mendeley plugins for Microsoft Word or LibreOffice.

Reference style
Text: Citations in the text should follow the referencing style used by the American Psychological Association. You are referred to the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, Sixth Edition, ISBN 978-1-4338-0561-5, copies of which may be ordered online or APA Order Dept., P.O.B. 2710, Hyattsville, MD 20784, USA or APA, 3 Henrietta Street, London, WC3E 8LU, UK. List: references should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted chronologically if necessary. More than one reference from the same author(s) in the same year must be identified by the letters 'a', 'b', 'c', etc., placed after the year of publication.
Examples:
Reference to a journal publication:
Reference to a journal publication with an article number:
Reference to a book:
Reference to a chapter in an edited book:
Reference to a website:
Reference to a dataset:
Reference to a conference paper or poster presentation:

**Journal abbreviations source**
Journal names should be abbreviated according to the List of Title Word Abbreviations.

**Video**
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your scientific research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with their article are strongly encouraged to include links to these within the body of the article. This can be done in the same way as a figure or table by referring to the video or animation content and noting in the body text where it should be placed. All submitted files should be properly labeled so that they directly relate to the video file's content. In order to ensure that your video or animation material is directly usable, please provide the file in one of our recommended file formats with a preferred maximum size of 150 MB per file, 1 GB in total. Video and animation files supplied will be published online in the electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect. Please supply 'stills' with your files: you can choose any frame from the video or animation or make a separate image. These will be used instead of standard icons and will personalize the link to your video data. For more detailed instructions please visit our video instruction pages. Note: since video and animation cannot be embedded in the print version of the journal, please provide text for both the electronic and the print version for the portions of the article that refer to this content.
**Data visualization**

Include interactive data visualizations in your publication and let your readers interact and engage more closely with your research. Follow the instructions [here](#) to find out about available data visualization options and how to include them with your article.

**Supplementary material**

Supplementary material such as applications, images and sound clips, can be published with your article to enhance it. Submitted supplementary items are published exactly as they are received (Excel or PowerPoint files will appear as such online). Please submit your material together with the article and supply a concise, descriptive caption for each supplementary file. If you wish to make changes to supplementary material during any stage of the process, please make sure to provide an updated file. Do not annotate any corrections on a previous version. Please switch off the 'Track Changes' option in Microsoft Office files as these will appear in the published version.

**Research data**

This journal encourages and enables you to share data that supports your research publication where appropriate, and enables you to interlink the data with your published articles. Research data refers to the results of observations or experimentation that validate research findings. To facilitate reproducibility and data reuse, this journal also encourages you to share your software, code, models, algorithms, protocols, methods and other useful materials related to the project.

Below are a number of ways in which you can associate data with your article or make a statement about the availability of your data when submitting your manuscript. If you are sharing data in one of these ways, you are encouraged to cite the data in your manuscript and reference list. Please refer to the "References" section for more information about data citation. For more information on depositing, sharing and using research data and other relevant research materials, visit the [research data](#) page.

**Data linking**

If you have made your research data available in a data repository, you can link your article directly to the dataset. Elsevier collaborates with a number of repositories to link articles on ScienceDirect with relevant repositories, giving readers access to underlying data that gives them a better understanding of the research described.

There are different ways to link your datasets to your article. When available, you can directly link your dataset to your article by providing the relevant information in the submission system. For more information, visit the [database linking page](#).

For supported data repositories a repository banner will automatically appear next to your published article on ScienceDirect.

In addition, you can link to relevant data or entities through identifiers within the text of your manuscript, using the following format: Database: xxxx (e.g., TAIR: AT1G01020; CCDC: 734053; PDB: 1XFN).

**Mendeley Data**
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